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ABSTRACT. A psychotherapeutic approach usually
depends on countless factors, related not only to the chosen
methodology or the dimensions of the client’s pathology,
but also to a much larger context. Especially when it comes
to considering the presence of a child in therapy, with or
without his parents, the therapeutic work is different from
the one regarding adults due to the fact that the approach
needs to be suitable for the child’s specific stage of
development. The methods and techniques used are meant
to indirectly access information because the use of verbal
means of communication, which is mostly preferred in
adult psychotherapy, is almost pointless when considering
young children. Beside these aspects related to the
therapeutic process, it must be taken into account the fact
that the client’s personality is not fully developed and
some sorts of distortions which can come along the way,
either due to the therapeutic failure or to the client’s
resistance, can bring about an eventual pathology.
This paperwork tries to define the dimensions of child
psychotherapy from the ones of adult psychotherapy,
referring to specific factors which can disrupt or improve
the course of therapy, and also to the impediments that can
arise in the therapeutic relationship.
KEYWORDS: child, behavioural problems, child
psychotherapy, resistance, therapeutic relationship

outlook that most psychiatric disorders did not occur
before puberty was demonstrated by the fact that
there were no children in asylums (Parry-Jones,
1989).
In the nineteenth century, together with the
publication of Jean Piaget’s theory regarding the
stages of cognitive development in 1936, the medical
world began to take into account the fact that children
also needed special attention and that a distinction
should be made between how to approach an adult
and a child in therapy (Piaget, Inhelder, 1968).
Maudsley wrote in 1895 “The Pathology of the
Mind”, where he devoted a chapter to childhood
madness, describing some affections such as panic
attack and infantile anxiety (Maudsley, 1895). The
acceptance of human development at that time
sustained the development was not complete until
around the age of 25, indicating that psychological
pathology might have a reduced incidence until
young adulthood. For example, Tuke (1892) specified
that the worst period coinciding with the occurrence
of mental illness was thought to be between 21 and
25 years, meaning immediately after adolescence, a
stage which, according to medical statistics of that
time, was not associated with a representative
frequency of mental disorders (Tuke, 1892).
Anna Freud showed that the relationship between
child and therapist was different from the relationship
developed at the family level. Although parents
represented the most important persons of the child’s
life, the therapist could not just pretend to be the
child’s friend and thus it was inevitable to be seen as
a figure of authority. Anna Freud’s important
discovery was that the positive way to deal with this
“transferrential problem” implied that the therapist
adopted the attitude of a thoughtful adult, not of a
playmate or of an alternate parent. Even if transfer
could be blocked by certain contexts, for example
during the process of projecting the parental figure
upon the therapist (which needed to be processed in a
veiled fashion), Anna Freud’s approach worked in
most cases (Freud, 2002).

1. INTRODUCTION
There had probably always been a percentage of
children with behavioural or emotional problems, but
they were considered age-specific disorders and were
not assessed as medical cases. Consequently, some
behavioural disorders were largely seen as moral
issues, thus receiving a physical punishment and
rejection from the group. Cognitive deficiencies such
as low intelligence, inability to maintain attention, or
mnesic problems, had also led to stigmatization and
exclusion from the social or familiar circle.
Few medical papers related to children, which had
been written prior to the 19th century, focused mainly
on somatisation issues, such as sleep disruptions
manifested by sudden awakening, self-violence in the
oniric state, epileptic seizures, or violent episodes
related to rivalry between brothers. The predominant
9
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However, working with children in psychotherapy
cannot be considered easy at all because their
symbolic skills are not as advanced as those of adults,
and both the youngest children and adolescents may
have problems with the narrative expression of their
emotions and feelings, which also implies they do not
bury their problems under complex symbols because
everything is considered to take place in the “here
and now” (Freud, 2002). This leads to drawing the
conclusion that children’s problems are closer to the
conscious surface and tend to be expressed directly,
from behavioural and emotional points of view.

mother, physical cruelty, sexual abuse, disappointing
behaviour of the significant ones, mental confusion
regarding the children’s identity and the reason they
are rejected or abused. Other experiences that can
also be added to the list include traumas caused by
conflicts between parents, psychological games or
warfare games. Many of the children who have these
traumas believe their parents are “good”, but yet they
attribute a certain amount of anger to them and,
because of what emerges from their unconscious,
children tend to feel an irrational guilt. As traumatic
events have been suppressed, one of the first goals of
therapy is the work done in order to become aware of
how things really work. However, the approach is
difficult because children prefer to project their
feelings onto others and consider only the current
events as disturbing, rather than recognizing the
implications of little childhood experiences and the
negative role played by parents (Redgrave, 2000).
The representation of the significant parent is divided
into a conflicting bipolarity: on the one hand, it is the
image of the idealized parent which has always been
the basis of the formation of the Self, and the image
of the abusive parent which disintegrates the Self.
The fact that the personality of the child is less
developed than that of the adult involves a different
therapeutic approach. His defence mechanisms have
not been grounded yet, but brain structures are more
flexible and responsive to therapy, and the child’s
personality is in a period of fast development, all
these factors generating greater potential for change.
The negative side is that a child is more vulnerable
and can generate certain normal emotional and
behavioural responses as a result of the unformed
personality nature, but this represents a major
challenge for the therapy. Prout recommends that the
therapist should also be more flexible and open to
metaphoric play, anticipating and integrating in a
wider context the sudden emotional and behavioural
changes during the therapeutic process. The plasticity
of the child’s personality represents a great advantage
in developing and internalizing a preventive model
that eliminates disturbing patterns before the process
of personality crystallization (Prout, Brown, 2007).
In addition to these differences in personality, there
are also those concerning the level of verbal and
linguistic development, which are more precarious in
the case of children. They may have insurmountable
difficulties in understanding abstract concepts, which
is normal in their stage of cognitive development, but
they can also have difficulties in expressing thoughts
and emotions. Prout mentions that one of the main
reasons why gameplay was used as a means of
therapy is precisely this limitation in communication,

2. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CHILD AND
ADULT PSYCHOTHERAPY APPROACHES
Delgado and Songer mention that the internalization
of objects during early childhood does not imply only
the imitation of their characteristics; in fact the
internalized aspects are actually filtered by the desires
and needs of the child (Delgado and Songer, 2009).
In other words, internalized objects are being given
some individualized meanings, which are adapted and
modulated through the prism of active awareness,
these contents not always being identical
representations of the real object. Melanie Klein
wrote in 1932 that since birth, in the first years of life
the child has a primitive fear, referring to that period
as the “paranoid position”, in which the internalized
representations of significant ones around the child
are experienced as partial objects that are perceived
through the polarity of “good or bad”. Thus the
presence of the breast is integrated as having a
positive connotation, the negative connotation being
represented by its absence. Klein also exemplifies
that a child with anxious tendencies, being in the
“paranoid position”, can internalize an emotionally
available parent as “not present”. In the early stages
of his development, the child maintains the separation
between Self and objects in order to avoid traumatic
recognition of the existence of aggressive aspects
found in others or within himself. A second
perspective that has had special implications in later
infantile psychopathology is represented by the socalled “healthy depressive position” that succeeds the
paranoid one and implies that the child learns to
integrate the reflection of a reality that contains
people who can simultaneously have both “good” and
“bad” sides (Klein, 2010).
Many of the children requesting a therapist’s help,
either directly or through a family member, have been
subjected to traumatic experiences. Ken Redgrave
(2000) identifies the most representative situations:
affective repulsion from parents, mostly from the
10
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are related to their parents’ psychopathology, or are
derived from conjugal problems.
Parents with psychopathological disorders or
tendencies can assess their children as having deviant
behaviour because they associate it to their own
cognitions, and even when there are some increased
dimensions of personality, they are eclipsed by the
parental dysfunction. Consequently, improving the
condition of the child at the end of therapy may
reflect current changes and the specific outcome of
therapy, but may also indicate a reduction in parental
pathology. At the same time, regardless of the
methodology involved or the duration of therapy,
there can be seen little improvement in the child’s
condition or even an increase in symptoms when the
stressful situations in the family, parental
psychopathology or environmental stressors continue
or increase their intensity.
Consequently, the child is influenced by the parental
psychological condition, but the process is reciprocal
at the same time, the parents’ reaction to children’s
psychotherapy being able to trigger feelings of guilt.
The psychotherapist can be seen as an expert who can
provide a better alternative to child care, but this
investment made by the parent after recognizing his
or her inability to support the child can quickly move
from idealism to denigration. All of these have
important implications in the way the psychotherapist
sets his therapeutic plan, but the success or failure of
the treatment cannot be assessed only as a result of
the effects of therapy because it implies much wider
connotations that reflect a multidimensional
framework composed of family, colleagues, teachers,
friends, etc. Therefore, child psychopathology may
have internal causes, but at the same time it may be
an adaptive response to environmental pressures, or
may indicate just another facade of parental
psychopathology (Godfried, 2003).
The specificity of complex traumatic experiences is
that they are evoked differently by adults and
children, the latter having difficulties in the process
of integrating the event into their mnesic system,
because the trauma is not stored as a verbal memory
that can be coherently recovered, reported and
processed, as it is in the case of adults. Thus, when it
comes to children, the traumatic events emerge from
the unconscious in the form of disorganized
fragments, with a great sensory and emotional
impact. Symptoms related to evoking the experience
are extremely vivid and painful, but they are difficult
to correlate with current events. Consequently,
children depend on parents or other significant people
in their lives to create a coherent biographical
narrative frame, because they do not have the

the gameplay and other nonverbal techniques
reducing the anxiety of the child which has been
caused by the inability to find the correct verbal
description. Therefore, the therapeutic technique
should be adapted to the appropriate level of
development and alternative ways of non-verbal
expression should be investigated in order to be used
with verbal interactions. A suggestion would be for
the psychotherapist to learn the verbal mediators
regarding certain emotional experiences, but this
process presents the inconvenience of involving longterm therapy (Prout, Brown, 2007).
The approach on the cognitive axis attempts to
change cognitive deficits and distortions, focusing on
defining the problem, generating alternative solutions
and anticipating the consequences. Interventions
usually involve role-play, homework, and the use and
formation of specific abilities that will change those
cognitive distortions. Psychosocial treatment is based
on a careful assessment of the stage of child
development, which will define the approach line and
the
corresponding
therapeutic
methodology.
According to Rappaport (2004), when considering the
context of mental development, the therapist tries to
promote the development of new skills and to
encourage the adoption of new methods of coping
that will take the place of maladaptive behaviours.
Techniques themselves fully require the therapist’s
flexibility and creativity, making him juggle through
a great deal of ideations and whims. Generally, the
therapy focuses on the current functioning of the
child, with an emphasis on the events and emotions
that take place in the “here and now”, underlining the
renegotiation of the child-parent relationship.
Adolescents often do not recognize their need for
help in overcoming a situation and may find that the
difficulties are derived from the unrealistic answers
of teachers or parents. On the other hand, the
cognitive, affective and emotional flexibility of
children makes them more receptive than adolescents
when it comes to building a trustful relationship with
a therapist (Rappaport, Thomas, 2004).
Parents are the primary source of information
regarding child functioning, and knowing the child’s
behaviour and emotional response over time and in
different situations plays a key role in the therapeutic
process. Emotional and behavioural problems often
reflect a deviation from the proper way of acting and
reacting in certain circumstances, such as losing
interest in playful activities or social isolation. It can
be stated that parents, through their informative
function, contribute to the process of change, but this
raises additional issues such as whether the
difficulties in adjusting and functioning of children
11
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cognitive ability to tell their own lives. Unfortunately,
the story told by others is filtered by subjective
contexts and here the therapist takes the role of “the
most trustworthy person in the child’s life”, a quality
derived from his objectivity and professional
neutrality. Nevertheless, many parents report having
an increased fear that the relationship between the
therapist and the child can become too close and
manifested by the dependence on therapy, but this is
a normal process preceding independence.
A distinctive aspect in child psychotherapy is the one
regarding the dissociation between the child’s
internal world, populated by fragmented events which
are hard to describe and are only partially integrated
in their Self, and the world of daily experiences
consisting of normal situations or social relationships.
The therapeutic difficulty consists in the fact that, in
most cases, simple events can be distortedly
interpreted by the child, being observed in the light of
his own conceptions of the world and in correlation
with the stages of his cognitive development. Thus,
daily experience becomes an essential source of
knowledge of the child’s dynamics, Wachtel stressing
in this context that the importance of emotional
exchange between the patient and the therapist is
fundamental to therapy, but its clinical value is
reduced when the events and experiences that
constitute the patient’s life outside the therapeutic
setting, are not integrated (Wachtel, 2011). The
meaning or implications of what is transferred to the
therapeutic process cannot be properly understood
without understanding the reality of what is
happening in the child’s daily life, a reality that is
often difficult to decipher from the patient’s speech.
Another difference in child therapy is that children
tend to quit prematurely, with specialty studies
claiming that a significant percentage interrupts
therapy after 2-3 sessions (Wierzbicki & Pekarik,
1993). The authors of the study point out that the
main factor is the lack of intrinsic motivation, and the
fact that it is often parents who persuade the child to
participate in the therapeutic sessions is not very
helpful. On the one hand, the fight for persuasion is
tedious and the parent or parents need a great deal of
patience and energy, a situation that is becoming
more and more stressful, especially if the child has to
be determined to participate in therapy 2-3 times per
week, in his free time that he would prefer spending
in a much more enjoyable way. On the other hand,
there is the opposite pole, when one of the parents is
against psychotherapeutic treatment, the conflict that
emerges within the family having the power to turn
therapy into a source of tension. Other causes that
may contribute to premature termination of therapy

include the economic factor, environmental pressures
and the severity of the child’s dysfunction
(aggressiveness, antisocial behaviour, etc.).
Keeping children in therapy remains a challenging
situation and differs from those in the case of adults,
the therapist having to take into account various
contextual factors such as family environment, school
environment, the stress generated by the therapeutic
process, the prevalence of intrinsic motivation, etc.
The difficulties in child psychotherapy are also
represented by identifying the optimal methodology
applied in the therapeutic process, because the factors
that contribute to or maintain the behaviour deviation
or distorted perception of events need to be very well
understood, not only from the patient’s discourse but
also by integrating external information from family,
friends and teachers. Thus, identifying an effective
approach is not just a matter of applying a method
and checking if this intervention reduces or
eliminates the existing problems, and if the outcome
is negative, something else is being tried. There
should also be considered obstacles that might
interfere with the intervention, such as how the child
is treated in the family, at school or in the circle of
friends, and whether he integrates and recognizes
these influences.
3. SPECIFICITY OF THE THERAPEUTIC
RELATIONSHIP
IN
CHILD
PSYCHOTHERAPY
George Kelly sustained in 1955 that the therapeutic
relationship in child psychotherapy should start from
understanding how the child gives significance to the
environment and environmental objects, but also how
they are connected with wider construct clusters of
his awareness. Through the assessment and diagnosis
that precede the therapeutic process, the specialist
identifies the cluster of individual mental constructs,
thus gaining the perspective of the child confronting
himself and the world. This primary diagnosis
requires distinct approaches that are specific to
Piaget’s theory of development, using both verbal
and non-verbal techniques. Kelly states that the
individual uses constructs to form models by which
he internally perceives the new events he thinks he
can repeat in the real world, thus anticipating them.
The way the child builds these models depends on
how aware he is of external events, which in turn
depends on the models he has previously built and
integrated (Kelly, 1969).
As in most psychotherapeutic directions that
emphasize that non-verbal techniques (using play or
body movement) are the most useful when working
12
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with children, Kelly also has identified preverbal
constructs that begin when linguistic interpretation is
precarious, that is in early childhood, later
perpetuating only as feelings because no verbal
representation has been developed for these
constructs. Therefore, accessing, interpreting and
processing these feelings must be related to the
awareness of the fact that their basis involves an
archaic form of language. Significant in this respect is
how children anticipate the outcome of their own
actions according to how their cluster of constructs
change, reflecting the individual processes of
understanding the intra- and extra-psychic reality
(Kelly, 1969).
Thus, changes that occur can affect the development
of the Self, the conceptualization of children’s
psychological problems focusing on their feelings of
identity and belonging and also on the reality of the
world they live in (Hardison, Neimeyer, 2012).
However, basic constructs are idiosyncratic and
harder to change, and it is preferable to avoid
invalidating them before the development stage offers
other alternatives. Kelly sees the behavioural
manifestation of children as being experimental and
not reactive, revealing indications of how they build
their Self and integrate everyday experiences. With
regard to the above concept, it supports a therapeutic
system based on the diagnostic dimensions of
construct and transition, which Kelly calls “transient
diagnosis”, meaning that the pathology is
conceptualized according to behaviours and the
meanings that children assign to events (Kelly, 1969).
Following this approach, the therapist captures the
real experience of children, their own Self-building
processes, and formulates hypotheses based on these
understandings. Within the therapeutic relationship,
constructivist psychotherapy mentions a method of
establishing the therapeutic alliance by mobilizing
and implementing specific techniques in order to
understand children’s constructs, as well as
communicating through the process of building and
rebuilding the problems that bring the client into
therapy.
In addition to other specific characteristics of
working with children, that have been described
above (contact by play, body involvement, etc.), the
presence of parents is one of the parameters that can
interfere with the therapeutic process, but children’s
psychotherapy can only be done if there is an
agreement with the parent or the legal
representatives. In other words, since the beginning
of the therapy, the presence of parents influences the
therapist’s countertransference. Jaqueline Godfried
believes that the conscious and unconscious attitude

of the parents determines the possibility of a positive
therapeutic resolution, and assessing the way the
unconscious resistance of parents can later influence
treatment is a major difficulty. The question is how
parents adapt to the child’s changes and questions
arising from the therapeutic sessions, but also how
the child’s therapy influences the pathology of their
parents (Godfried, 2003).
As a result, in understanding mental functioning, the
presence of parents creates the therapist’s
confrontation with the constant integration of the
mutual relationship between individual knowledge
and the concrete experience of the individual.
Godfried theorizes that psychological development
must take into account the influence of the external
world on the individual, but also the influence of the
intrapsychic organization. This concept is reflected in
two directions: one indicates the theory of neuroses
which transfers the cause of symptoms to the outside,
and the theory of intrapsychic fantasy related to
psychosexuality. In therapy, the presence of parents
constantly updates the reality of environmental
factors, thus risking a biased intrapsychic
understanding of the meanings related to the child’s
internal and external reality. Thus, the parental
presence introduces parameters that can interrupt,
block or distort therapy on the one hand, through
intrusions at the therapeutic setting level and on the
other hand through conscious and unconscious
interactions between the parents and the therapist.
The consequences of this thing can be manifested in
the therapist’s symbolisation roles, distorting the
interpretive qualities of the therapist and impairing its
ability to think objectively and neutrally. Godfried
exemplifies in this case the appearance of
incongruent behaviour or inappropriate emotional
responses which are the expression of some
weaknesses in the therapist’s capacity to mentally
integrate the informational flow to which he is
subjected, weaknesses expressed by disrupting the
containment ability (Godfried, 2003).
Another way to strengthen the therapeutic
relationship in infant psychotherapy is to offer
alternatives and to make personal choices, which is
another way of strengthening the Ego. Oaklander
(1997) specifies that many children avoid making
even the most insignificant choices and do not resort
to the decision-making capacity they possess because
of the fear of making the wrong choice. It is therefore
preferable to offer as many options as possible in the
therapy, starting with the least significant, such as the
choice of where to sit (on the floor, on the chair or on
the couch), the writing tool, or the colour of the
pencils. Subsequently, more complicated choices are
13
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made, which relate to what is wanted to be discussed
in the therapeutic session or the homework that is
preferred. The ability to choose and the development
of a sense of decision-making capacity are ways that
reinforce the development of the Self, helping the
child to develop a strong sense of Self, and according
to Oaklander, it is a prerequisite for helping him to
express repressed emotions that in turn will evoke the
spontaneous emotional expression (Oaklander, 1997).
However, there may be many barriers in the
therapeutic relationship because most children tend to
adopt certain behavioural reactions as a way of
coping, but these are considered as resistances in
psychotherapy. Because it is difficult for a child to
identify the cause that has led to the appearance of
this coping mechanism, it overcompensates through
more and more intense behaviours, but ultimately the
effort will fail. For example, a child will show a high
dose of aggression in response to punitive parenting,
will hit other children, and will try to force others by
violence as a preventive measure of not being injured.
In therapy he will have difficulties in forming a
relationship because he will always have the
impression that at some point the therapist will hit
him and, in order to confirm his faith, he will do his
best to adopt a defiant attitude, often aggressive,
trying to provoke a violent reaction. However, giving
the child alternatives and the possibility of choice, he
will realize that the world is not totally aggressive
and rigid, as he has experienced in the family
environment. As he develops a stronger self-esteem,
based on his own choices which do not imply a
punishment-reward system, but neutral alternatives,
the maladaptative behaviour is replaced by more
effective ways to get in touch with the world.
Most children manifest some form of resistance,
although perhaps not at the extent of the one that has
been previously described. If there is no resistance,
Violet Oaklander (1997) claims that the child’s Self
is so fragile, showing extreme docility in order to
survive. In this case, the therapeutic process will
focus first on the techniques of strengthening the Ego
until a certain resistance emerges, because at its base,
resistance is a child’s ally and the mere fact that the
therapist accepts a small dose of resistance from the
child helps him take the risk of doing something new.
As the child begins to feel safe, he will abandon this
resistance for a while until he discovers more than he
can express, and then the resistance reappears. In this
way, the resistance is at the same time balanced and
limiting because the child cannot be forced to exceed
his abilities. Resistance is also a sign that in the
unconscious there is a material that needs to be
explored and put into practice, and the child seems to

know, at a certain level of intuition, when he can
process and integrate this material. In other words,
resistance is a manifestation of energy as well as an
indication of the child’s level of contact, and as the
child engages in the therapeutic alliance, resistance is
an indication of therapeutic progress (Oaklander,
1997).
4. CONCLUSIONS
Now, more than ever, it is necessary to pay special
attention to infant psychopathology because
psychiatric disorders in children correlate with some
impressive physiological, affective and cognitive
manifestations having a multidimensional impact on
individuals, their families, the educational system,
and last but not least, on society.
An optimal therapy that reflects this broad approach
usually requires practitioners in the fields of medicine
and psychotherapy working together because in spite
of the current success, child psychiatry and
psychotherapy undergo dramatic changes, resulting in
new opportunities and challenges, primarily due to
easy access to information and globalization. It would
seem somewhat paradoxical that globalization may
have negative valences, because from the outside it
would be a positive context that could integrate
distinct aspects of East and West practices.
Nevertheless, unjustified homogenization of methods
leads to the loss of important cultural nuances, which
could lead to more effective treatment within specific
populations.
In child psychotherapy, the child’s problems need to
be addressed directly, but the challenge is how this is
done because, as mentioned above, factors that
influence the child’s condition are not all internal
factors. Identifying and changing disruptive factors,
both internal and external ones, are major challenges,
and keeping a constant relationship with the family is
essential, whether or not there are issues in the
existing marriage.
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ABSTRACT: Society evolves, and its requirements are
more numerous and changeable, so young people need to
be well prepared to meet the high demands. The situation
of young high school graduates appears to be increasingly
problematic as they represent a segment of increased
vulnerability to unemployment in all labour markets that
are specific to the free economy markets. It is perceived as
a painful and serious problem, having a negative effect not
only economically, but also socially and psychologically
speaking.
This paper proposes a theoretical and practical approach
that will help high school graduates take a correct decision
regarding their future profession supposedly being that
these students have little information about professions,
occupations, jobs, about the work content, they may
enumerate a relatively small number of professions and
make poor choices that are not in accordance with their
personality.
This study aims to identify occupational preferences of
graduates, to determine the compatibility between the
profile they are enrolled and future occupations of their
choice at the end of pre-university and the analysis of the
psychological implications of their choice for a profession
through the Holland Test.
KEYWORDS:
career,
occupational
preferences,
psychological implications, patterns, compatibility.

distinct patterns of career guidance: conventional,
artistic, realistic, social, enterprising and investigative
(Holland, 2009).
Each of these patterns is described in detail, as
follows:
1. A person belonging to the conventional type
generally prefers methodical activities that have rules.
There are activities that require organizing, written or
numerical information, analyzing algorithms and
generally using standard procedures established in
advance.
This type involves conformist, orderly, effective and
practical people; these being the positive aspects
(Lemeni & Miclea, 2004).
The other aspect of this type that complements the
first part involves a lack of imagination, inhibition,
inflexibility. The profession is probably related to
accounting and finance (Dumitru, 2004).
2. The person described as belonging to an artistic
type is completely the opposite of the conventional
type as personality.
Thus, these people prefer activities that involve
ambiguous and unsystematic expressive forms of
writing and verbal or visual expression.
Most times people are imaginative, intuitive, and
independent; at the same time they are sloppy,
emotional, and impractical. Most likely their
profession is related to graphics and advertising
(Bocsa & Munteanu, 2010).
3. The realistic type person engages in activities that
involve physical manipulation of objects. Their
positive qualities are: spontaneity, stability,
practicality.
The parts that are less good: shyness, conformism,
lack of intuition. Areas compatible with this type of
person are those which require fewer social benefits,
negotiation, and persuasion.
4. The type opposed to the realistic one is the social
type. People belonging to this gender are involved in

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Theories on career
“Career represents the professional personal
trajectory characterised by an ascension moment, by
stagnation, regressions etc., each person interested in
his/her becoming wished to know him/herself though
personal efforts” (Drobot et al, 2009).
A career is sustained the persons in the selfmanagement process and by the company in the
career management process (Papuc et al., 2008), but
the personality of each employee has a great
contribution in the development of a career type.
There are two major theories regarding career types.
The first is John L. Holland's theory that identifies six
16
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activities associated with information, assistance, and
the development of others.
People are sociable, friendly, courteous, diplomatic,
therefore unlikely to feel good in professions that
require ordered, systematic, structured activities with
rigid rules and that are predictable.
The areas, most suitable for such persons are:
marketing, sales, training (Dumitru, 2004).
5. The persons belonging to the entrepreneurial type
are people who prefer working with other people, but
tend to control and direct them - without help and
understanding - focus is on organizational and
business objectives (Papuc et at., 2008).
Looking at the positive characteristics, one could
find: self-confidence, ambition, energy, extroversion.
The less pleasant aspects are: dominance, lust for
power and impulsivity (Hawkins, 2007).
6. The opposite type is the investigative one. People
like this are oriented towards activities of observation
and analysis.
They generally aim to develop their own knowledge
and understanding. The two aspects of this type are:
originality and independence on the one hand,
disorder, lack of practical sense, impulsiveness on the
other hand.
It is totally inappropriate for this type of person to
turn to repetitive activities or to activities related to
the sales type.
The most suitable activities for this type are research,
development and consultancy (Hawkins, 1995).
The six patterns are ideal types, all attributes fitting to
eliminating the tensions between them, dualities of
any kind, and the individual orientation is very clear.
A second theory is Schein's theory regarding career
anchors; five distinct patterns of talents, goals, needs
and values are identified (Bocsa & Munteanu, 2010).
These are arising from the initial work experience:
technical
competence/operational,
managerial
competence, safety, autonomy and creativity.
The term “anchor” is used to refer to specific
individual cores that are consistent part of the identity
of the individual occupational and in time they
manifests as anchors. We shall see which involves
each of these “anchors” (Holland, 2009)

At this point in the literature there are over 500
articles, books, papers and reviews examining how
the Holland typology manages to prove
experimentally its assumptions, but also focuses on
the value of this typology in organizing personal data
or occupational and in actual practice, making SDS
one of the most known and documented vocational
questionnaires (Mitrofan, 2009).
SDS can be used in vocational guidance; it is suited
both for individual application and for the group. In
individual counselling, SDS can be given to the client
to be filled in at home, but it is recommended that
this form of assessment to be used only after a short
initial interview with the client (Eels, 2011).
In group counselling, SDS can be used among others
in determining training needs.
Students and adults are happy to discuss the results of
the SDS; they immediately learn the classification
scheme, they contribute with information about their
personal lives and often have a positive attitude with
regard to exploring the possibilities of vocational
future and solving problems.
SDS can be very helpful for people experiencing a
wide range of uncertainties about their own career.
Among them are people who have doubts about their
career choices, people who want to try something
different and people who want to be sure that they
have not failed to look for alternative interests, which
they could take into account (Zlate, 2000).
Additionally, it can be used by people looking for an
alternative to the current career, returning to
education after a break or who question the suitability
functions, positions or the roles they occupy.
SDS can be used to explore the relationship involving
activities, occupational skills and self-assessment
with broader occupational classes.
Following the administration of SDS, its results can
be reviewed to see how the activities, skills and selfassessments match certain occupational groups.
Cultural adaptation of SDS in Romania has been a
long process, which extended over a period of 18
months.
For the calibration of the test a sample of 1519
participants was considered, balanced by gender and
occupational category.
SDS has been developed with two main objectives:
(a) to increase the number of persons observed by an
advisor, and
(b) to provide professional advice based on their own
experience to people who do not have access to a
vocational counsellor.
SDS is used in schools, high schools, colleges, adult
centres, correctional institutions, centres and offices

1.2. The Holland test (self-directed search)
The famous Holland test (Self-Directed Search) is a
tool used in self-evaluation, which means that it is a
tool that can be used in self-administration, selfscoring and self-interpretation. Its main purpose is to
assess for professional counselling (Mitrofan, 2009).
SDS (Self-Directed Search, Holland) is a tool for
self-generated, self-scoring and self-interpretation,
which is used in career counselling (Tudoran, 2002).
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sample of 36 students from the 12th grades: A, B, E,
with the following study profiles:
- Electronics and automation, 12 pupils
- Technician in transport, 10 pupils
- Sports Instructor, 14 pupils.
Student ages are between 18 and 20 years. Most
pupils are male, with the exception of 4 female from
the Electronics and Automation profile.
Data collection was conducted during communication
classes: guidance and school counselling.
The test applied included two notebooks: one
assessment and one that contained an occupational
classification, helpful for the person who was selfassessed during the selection process for further
development.
SDS, the test used, is already applied in schools, high
schools, colleges, adult centres, correctional
institutions, centres and offices recruiting women for
professional education, vocational guidance and
placement. In business and industry, is used for
selection, placement and staff development.
The questionnaire was applied in agreement with
pupils, them being previously informed on the use of
data obtained from this investigation. The results
obtained through the questionnaire will help pupils
move towards a future in education or towards a new
qualification.

recruiting women for professional education,
vocational guidance and placement.
Business and industry, is used for selection,
placement and staff development (Holland, 2009)
2. OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESES
This paper proposes a theoretical and practical
approach that will help high school graduates take a
correct decision regarding their future profession.
It is supposed that these students have little
information
about
professions,
occupations,
professions, about work content, thus the may include
a relatively small number of professions in their
choices and make poor choices that are not in
accordance to their personalities.
Thus the identifying of occupational preferences
belonging to twelfth grade graduates from the “Matei
Corvin” Technical College of Hunedoara represents
the theme of the study presented.
The objectives of this research are:
1. Identification of occupational preferences of
twelfth grade graduates from the “Matei Corvin”
Technical College of Hunedoara.
2. Establishing the degree of compatibility between
the profile of pupils enrolled and their future
occupations, their choices after graduation.
3. Analysis of psychological implications in choosing
a profession through the Holland Test for graduates
of the “Matei Corvin” Technical College of
Hunedoara.

4. RESULTS
A total of 68 items of occupational preferences were
identified in twelfth grade graduates, which is a
relatively small number in comparison to
occupational groups and the number of pupils. Still
the first hypothesis was confirmed.
From the number of the 12 pupils, 4 girls chose
Occupational Aspirations (first letters) in Realistic,
Conventional, Social and Enterprising, which are
areas that include occupations involving Electronics
and automation profiles, but job positions are
different.
The pupils from the Electronics and automation
profile, most of them chose Occupational Aspirations
(first letters) in Realistic, Conventional, Social and
Enterprising, the same as in the previous case.
Pupils from other grades, most of them chose
Occupational Aspirations (first letters) with high
degree of compatibility between pupils’ areas of
specialization and their future occupations of choice
after graduation.
Compatibility is 3, 2 and 1 point, but none of them is
incompatible.

Through the research the following hypothesis will
also be verified:
1. If students attend a school in an area deprived of
technology, then their options are limited in number.
2. If students have chosen a technological or
vocational school, the test results have the largest
share in the same occupational profile.
3. If there are more boys registered in a technological
or vocational profile, schoolgirls (girl graduates) of a
technological or vocational school have more
professional options to test different profile school
than the boys.
4. If the labour market demand is not so good, the
number of options is small, the summary code and
the similarity between the occupational and
aspirations codes is lower.
3. RESEARCH DESCRIPTION
The research was applied in Hunedoara, at the
County Technical College “Matei Corvin”, on a
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The denominations received during the test were:
Same = I, arranged differently = A, and 2 or 1
compatible, part = P.

In other profiles, the majority chose Occupational
Aspirations (first letters) with a high degree of
compatibility between the profile grade where they
are enrolled and future occupations of their choice
after graduation.
Compatibility is made between points 3, 2 and 1, but
with no incompatibility.
Hypothesis 4 not confirmed: The labour market
demand is lower; the options are scarce, the summary
code and the similarity between the codes is lower for
occupational aspirations.
The strong point of this research refer to the fact that
the test used highlights many aspects of personality
differences between people of the same group,
between different groups, and different genders. It
can be applied to a large number of people in a short
period of time (group).
Career guidance can be drawn next, or organizing
counselling sessions.
It can be seen during training and can be correlated
with labour market demand.
Weaknesses of this research are expressed as follows:
one cannot identify whether the small number of
Occupational Aspirations is connected to a poor are
or not.
In order to be able to define career one must take into
consideration the following factors:
• Individual contributions in the development
of their careers;
• Contributions in developing organizations;
• Contexts of intersection;
• Quality of specific legislation and the manner
in which this is applied.
Social implications for professional successes are
highly complex, such as economic development, the
large number of jobs, taxes to help the economic,
financial and appreciative retention of employees,
etc., which are captured by the present test.
The Holland Test cannot be used to realize a
psychological analysis of all implications of choosing
a profession, for all pupils from the 12th grade of the
class “Matei Corvin” Technical College of
Hunedoara.
The pupils marital status, their family structure,
housing, health, and motivation, degree of physical
and mental development, other options and
preferences were not take into consideration together
with: payroll, travelling distance, passion for the job,
the degree of reflection of the wishes of parents, etc.
Rogers believes that there is a better part of human
personality, which is manifested by continuous
striving for growth and development in which people
are employed permanently (if not disturbed or tensed)
(Rogers & Wallen, 1946).

5. CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, objectives were achieved and
hypotheses can be summarized as follows:
1. The occupational preferences of the twelfth grade
graduates represent a relatively small number,
compared to job possibilities and the number of
pupils who are come from poor areas. The first
hypothesis is confirmed.
In order to determine the compatibility between the
pupils’ study profile they and their future
occupations:
2. In the Electronics and automation classroom, the
majority chose Occupational Aspirations (first letters)
in Realistic, Conventional, Social and Enterprising,
which are areas that include occupations from the
Profile Electronics and automation, but with different
occupations.
Most pupils from other classrooms chose
Occupational Aspirations (first letters) with a high
degree of compatibility between both areas of
specialization belonging to listed and future
occupations of their choice after graduation.
Compatibility was set between points 3, 2 and 1, but
none was incompatible, thus confirming the second
hypothesis.
3. Male subjects choose a technological, vocational
profile, while females from a technological high
school, from the same profile, possessed different
professional options to test different school profiles,
in higher shares than in the case of male pupils.
From the number of 12 pupils, 4 female pupils have
chosen Occupational Aspirations (first letters) in
Realistic, Conventional, Social and Enterprising,
which are areas that include occupations Profile
Electronics and automation, but as occupations are
different.
Pupils from the Electronics and automation profile
classroom, most of them chose Occupational
Aspirations (first letters) in Realistic, Conventional,
Social and Enterprising, which are areas that include
occupations Profile Electronics and automation, but
as occupations are different. In conclusion hypothesis
3 is not confirmed.
4. From the profile of Electronics and automation,
most pupils chose Occupational Aspirations (first
letters) in Realistic, Conventional, Social and
Enterprising, which are areas that include the
occupations Profile Electronics and automation, but
as occupations are different.
19
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He argues that human beings have a fundamental
need to develop their full potential, in clinical work,
neurotic or psychotic problems deduce that develops
when this aspect of the personality of a human being
is consistently suppressed. Rogers refers to this need
using the term self-actualization - the need to update
or to achieve their potential (Drobot & Popescu,
2013).
Because of this need is great, Rogers argues that they
keep referring back to them during all of their life
experiences. It encourages the development
experiences are those perceived as positive or useful,
while those that inhibit or suppress our selfactualization are perceived as negative or unpleasant
(Drobot & Popescu, 2013). Because each individual
has different abilities and tendencies, each develops
its own specific set of values that are often similar to
others, even if not perfectly identical.
The other necessity of the human personality that
Rogers has highlighted is the need for appreciation.
He argues that every human being should be
cherished by others, appreciation to manifest love,
affection or even respect. For it is, indeed, a
necessity, not an element without which we can do, is
very important for the human to find this appreciation
and, in some cases this can become so important that
interfere with the need for self-actualization (Hall, &
Linzey, 1957).
In general, others tend to make the estimation of
appropriate behaviour. In other words they admired
personality if it behaves in a certain way. This means
that each person knows which types of behaviour that
can and cannot win the esteem of others. These ideas
are known as value and conditions are very important
in guiding individual behaviour, because they lead
one toward the types of conduct approved by the
company.
When these conditions require valuable individual to
act in ways completely opposite behaviour
appreciated by the individual self-actualization, then
there is a threat, because the need for selfactualization of the individual is threatened (Zlate,
2000).
This produces anxiety because human becomes aware
(even if this is not clear) that there is an inconsistency
between actions and values.
Because of this disparity, the individual develops
defence mechanisms that protect him from
confronting the real situation. These defence
mechanisms are of two types: denial (i.e. refusing to
admit that there is a mismatch) and distortion (i.e.
falsification or alteration unpleasant experience, to
become less threatening) (Zlate, 2000).

Thus people can sometimes develop serious mental
problems, although most use these defence
mechanisms less every day.
According to Rogers developing a healthy personality
implies the absence of conflict between inner urge
terms of value and self-actualization because for most
individuals have at least one or two people in the
course of life, which give them unconditional
appreciation (Rogers, 1980).
In other words, the individual knows there is
someone, or there was someone in the past that kept
him regardless of his behaviour.
Unconditional appreciation is particularly valuable
because it frees the individual from the need to seek
social approval all the time, instead giving him the
freedom to explore his talents, inclinations and
capabilities.
In other words, people can express their need for selfactualization without being interested in the social
disapproval that might occur.
Rogers insisted that most, if not all of his neurotic
patients, haven’t had parents that gave them as
children a strong feeling of being loved and
appreciated absolutely, instead, conditioning always
love in exchange of good behaviour (Rogers, 1980).
This sent the message that the child was not loved at
all times and that parents would have liked, in fact,
another child, an ideal that is never naughty.
Therefore, these children grew ambition to be
admired by others, neglecting this time selfactualization. Such people tend to have high
standards of behaviour, very unrealistic, i.e., their self
concept is no longer ideal correlate at all with the real
self.
In this analysis of personality theories, we see that
psychoanalytic, psychometric and personality
approaches are very different and both lead to very
different practical procedures for the successful
treatment of patients with personal problems.
Many psychologists use a combination of different
theories - known as eclectic approach - taking from
each part what they consider most valuable (Drobot
& Popescu, 2013)..
Rogers observed strengths and weaknesses analysis
can outline methods for combining information from
multiple methods of investigation, observation,
testing for finer discrimination of the causes of the
current situation, to improve their methods.
Psychological implications of research in practice
offers more variety in terms of continuation of high
school and constantly changing requirements of the
labour market, we consider as being of major
importance to support youth in making the right
decision regarding career guidance. Summarizing
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based on theoretical and practical aspects of the work,
one can conclude on a pedagogical role in career
guidance, counselling pupils, as follows:
Support those undecided about their
professional future;
Supporting young pupils to adapt easily to
the present social and economic dynamics;
Self-knowledge and personal development in
terms of intellectual, personality development;
Teaching pupils how to choose themselves
and be responsible of the future career;
Reduce the distance between the school and
the labour market.
For high school pupils to take the correct decision as
much information as possible is needed, both about
the labour market and the possibilities of further
education and counselling pedagogical group and
individual, through the knowledge of personal
resources, optimizing decisions over career choice.
Career orientation should be seen as a component of
human resources management (Papuc L., 2008).
Career guidance activities are an active preventive
measure and should partial settle the imbalances in
the labour market.
The main mechanisms that enable prevention of these
imbalances are related to the ability to choose school
and profession according to ones interests, skills and
personal values, but also taking into account the
realities of the labour market.
Closely linked to career guidance, career
development is a process that extends throughout life.
This process is translated into jobs, occupations,
leisure activities opts for an individual (Papuc L.,
2008).
It is a process that is influenced largely by the family
environment, the family and school education,
religious orientation and other social factors (Palos,
& Drobot, 2010).
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ABSTRACT: Education represents the basic element in the
development of human existence, being considered a
continuous process, which involves a social phenomenon.
Education is needed for people to adapt to the society rules
and become a component of a certain society. The case
presented refers to children with special educational needs,
who also need a type of education in order to become a
part of this society. The study realized has as general
objective the testing of different pupils from different
institutions offering education to children with special
educational needs and to develop and increase their
socialization skills and attitudes with the help of educationcompensatory-recovery therapy sessions. The study is
presented from the perspective of five different case
studies and has a result the confirmation that therapy does
offer great benefits in developing socialization skills and
aptitudes for these children.
KEY WORDS: socialization, therapy, education, special
educational needs.

education and learning must be kept at an accessible
level for all children.
Educational interventions are realized during the
human entire life. Still education is based on the
relation between the child and his or her educator or
caregiver, especially during the first years of life. The
interactive Interactive affective adjustment is
essential for the child, being necessary in building
internal working models of secure attachment for the
two partners (Drobot, 2016).
In the case of disabled children, this adaptation and
this relation is missing, thus leading to functionality
deficiencies.
In 1990, Romania signed the Convention on the
Rights of the Child, where art. 23 refers to the rights
of disabled children regarding care, education and
training, which have as purpose helping them to
obtain personal autonomy and to lead an active life in
the society (see UNICEF website).
Terms used by the special education needs
terminology are (Gherguț, 2005): incapacity,
deficiency, disabled. Incapacity refers to a number of
functional limitations caused by dysfunctionalities
(deficiencies), physical, and intellectual or sensorial,
related to health state or to the environment, to
mental illnesses which can be temporary or
permanent, reversible or irreversible, progressive or
regressive.
Deficiency refers to the absence, loss or alteration of
a structure of function (anatomic, physical or
psychological), which can be the result or an accident
or of negative conditions from the child’s psychosocial environment.
A mental deficiency refers to substantial limitations
in the proper functioning. It is represented by a
significant intellectual under average functioning,
thus existing in a correlation with limitations in two
or more adaptative capacities: communication, selforientation, health, personal security, leisure time and
work (Stănică & Popa, 2001).

1. INTRODUCTION
Education represents one of the basic components of
socio-human existence, being a continuous
developing process. J. Piaget stated that “educating
means teaching the child to adapt to the adult social
environment”, thus being a phenomenon that build a
human life inside a social system (Burman, 2007).
Paul Henry Chambort de Lauve sustained that
“education may be generally seen as a meeting
between the individual and the society” (Paquot,
1996).
Permanent transfers of information from society to
the individual are realized on the base of functional
subordination relationships, established between the
elements and the system to which it belongs to, thus
covering an area that is, more often, larger than
education (Bransford et. al, 2000).
Education has as purpose teaching behaviours that
will allow the individual to adapt and integrate into a
social environment (Rotaru et al., 2009). In a
contemporary era, all children have the right to
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The term disabled refers to the social disadvantage, to
the loss or limitation of one person’s chances of being
a part of community life, at an equivalent level as the
other members of the society (Bowe, 2004).
Thus a disability appears when disabled persons meet
cultural, physical, architectural or social barriers,
which prevent an access to different society systems,
which are accessible for other persons (Cerghit,
2002).
Concepts regarding the integration of children with
special educational needs are: adaptation and
accommodation (Snell & Brown, 2011). With the
help of adaptation and accommodation, recovery is
realized; this representing the partial or total use of
something that otherwise would be lost.
Another term used in this domain is normalization,
which Mikkelsen (1969) defines as being “the right
of a person to lead an existence as close to normal as
possible, to have access to daily life activities as close
as possible to normal conditions”.
Integration or inclusion is another important term in
this domain. Between normalization and integration
one can observe a complex relation, normalization
representing the general purpose, while integration,
the level or means of reaching normalization
(Wolfensberger, 1972).
The principles of nitration are (Verza, 2002):
• The principle of chances equality
• The principle of normalization
• The principle of equal rights
• The principle of deinstitutionalization
• The principle of early intervention and
education
Inclusive education allows the child with special
needs to live and learn together with other children,
to realize common activities, thus gaining
indispensable abilities for a life as close to normal as
possible and with a proper social insertion.

perception has a fragmentary, incomplete,
limited, disorganized and rigid character;
representations have a narrow and unilateral
character, being rigid and inexact in reproduction;
thinking is characterized by inconsistency,
the capacity to concentrate and the observation
character being reduced; a lack of coordination
during activities is observed;
imagination is characterized by a rigidness is
adaptative reaction and a poverty in the
representations deposit;
memory is mechanic, short term, fidelity and
the transfer capacity being reduced;
attention is instable and the capacity and
volume of concentration are reduced (Cerghit,
2002).
3. SOCIALIZATION OF CHILDREN WITH
SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS
The concept of education for all was first used during
the International Conference of the Ministry of
Education, held in Jomiteu, Tailand, in 1990.
Education represents an essential right of any child
and must belong to all children, valuing differences
between them: cultural, economic, religious,
development rhythm and learning style, possible
deficiencies, learning disabilities or individual
development ones (Neacşu et al., 2001).
The Salamanca Statement, signed in 1994
(www.csie.org.uk), established the dimensions of an
education for all: quality and access for all children,
eliminating from the beginning the idea that certain
children can be recovered or are can’t be educated.
By accepting and including children with disabilities
in mass education, education is the one that gains
quality in teaching all children.
Inclusive school realized a bridge between group
individual perspectives to the curriculum perspective.
An individual perspective starts from the following
hypotheses:
•
a child or a group of children can be
identified as being special, the child (or group)
needing
individualized
learning-teaching
processes as an answer to problems identified;
•
for children with similar problems it
profitable they learn together; other children are
considered normal and benefit from existing
schooling facilities (Păun, 1999).

2. PERSONALITY AND PSYCHIC PROCESSES
IN MENTALLY DEFICIENT CHILDREN
By analyzing self-image in pupils with mental
disabilities, it has been observed that for many of
them the component of their personality leads to
adaptation and integration problems to their social
environment, to feelings of inferiority, avoidance
behaviours, behaviour disorders, envy and hate
(Weihs, 1998)
When studying their psychic processes the following
can be observed:
in the case of sensations a slight decrease in
sensibility is observed;

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Socialization is an important condition for human
development. The child is raised in interpersonal
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relations where he gains sociability attitudes
(attachment and rejection) from people in his
entourage (Bowlby, 1969).
Socialization is a complex activity, where emotions,
imitations,
aggressions,
identification
and
comparisons between people play a multiple role in
the child’s development (Richters & Waters, 1991).
The purpose of the research presented in this paper, is
to highlight the role of therapy in the development of
a personal autonomy and of the social behaviour of
pupils with mental deficiencies, integrated in mass
education activities.
During therapeutic activities, pupils with mental
deficiencies, from mass education institutions,
develop their abilities of personal autonomy and a
proper social behaviour.
The objectives of this research are the following:
• the initial evaluation of a level of acquisition
and competencies in the socialization field;
• the application of therapy in order to increase
the degree of socialization;
• the use of research methods to register study
data;
• a final evaluation at the level of learnt
acquisitions and of social competencies;
• results obtained after therapy, which follow
the highlight of progress made by pupils
during the study.
The research methods and techniques used were:
observation, conversation, tests method and case
studies.
The research was realized in the following manner: it
took place during the period 13.09.2011 - 31.05.2012
and was schedules to take place in three stages: A.
The pre-test stage; B. The test stage (formativecompensatory) C. The post-test stage.

The test method: Initial evaluation tests were
realized, on the base of an evaluation chart in order to
test acquisitions previously made in the researched
domains.
After results were gathered and processed, the
elaboration of a plan of necessary therapeuticrecovery activities was taken into consideration, in
order for pupils to gain competencies and behaviours
from the socialization field.
B. The test stage (formative- compensatory)
The formative stage took place during the period
1.10.2011-31.05.2012, during which activities to
develop a personal autonomy and a social behaviour
based on acquisitions from area like: feeding, body
hygiene, dress code, movement and personal security,
transport and financial autonomy, were realized.
Activities realized by pupils were organized on time
units, activities and objectives, as part of the
Therapeutic educational plan of socialization,
highlighted during activity projects.
Activities realized during this stage took place inside
the school, but also outside it, in different life
situations, according to the theme of the plan and of
didactic activities projects, these also being described
in the paper.
C. The post-test stage
After the formative intervention, described in the
previous stage, final evaluation tests were applied in
order to evaluate the level of acquisitions realized
during the compensatory therapeutic programme.
During this stage, tests were applied in order to
observe results obtained after a therapeutic
intervention and aimed the efficiency of the
methodology used.
Samples and tests were applied to all subjects
participating in the study.
The items of the samples of school acquisitions were
of a gradual difficulty and were realized according to
the school curricula of that period. Intermediary and
final evaluations and case studies reflect the measure
in which objectives were reached.
After realizing complex evaluation activities and
therapy sessions, after data were gathered and
process, five case studies were also described:

A. The pre-test stage established the level of
acquisitions made by pupils and their social
competencies. It took place during the first week of
school (13 - 17 September 2011) and had as purpose
an initial evaluation of personal autonomy level and
of a social behaviour of pupils enlisted in the study.
In order to realize an evaluation of the two fields
contained in the study: personal autonomy and social
behaviour, the following methods were used:
The observation method: During therapy activities,
pupils were observed if they realized tasks registered
in the evaluation-observation chart.
The conversation method: Conversations with parents
of pupils enlisted in the study took place, together
with discussions with didactic personnel from the
pupils’ classroom or school, in order to observe if
pupils realized the tasks from their charts.

Case study no. 1:
Name and first name P. R., Age: 8.
During the development of a personal autonomy, at
the level of an initial evaluation of body hygiene, the
pupil showed that she knew and was aware of objects
used in body hygiene, but didn’t use them –
especially the tooth brush and the comb.
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Through permanent discussion and educational –
therapeutic 0 recovery activities, the pupil got used to
all objects of personal hygiene, as observed in the
final evaluation.
During a first evaluation of her feeding habits, this
pupil proved that she was able to use proper tools, but
not for proper foods (she used the spoon for every
meal).
During the final evaluation she proved that she could
use the spoon, the fork and the knife properly.
The pupil was capable to walk from home to school
and back home, using appropriate landmarks
(buildings), thus proving correct spatial orientation
and avoiding dangerous situations.
When talking about behaviour and relations with the
people near her, the initial evaluation revealed that
she behaved as a leader in conflicts between children;
she didn’t obey rules of games, while performing
specific activities, a behaviour she also kept during
the final evaluation, but with a slight improvement.
During the initial evaluation it was observed that she
knew all mean of transportation, and the final
evaluation revealed an improvement in knowledge.
When talking about money, the pupil proved during
both evaluations that she was able to use money
correctly, reporting the correct price to the sum of
money.
During educational-compensatory-recovery activities,
a permanent adaptation was realized to the pupil’s
availability and to her progress or regress.

The pupil was able to walk to school and back home,
proving a proper spatial orientation and the ability to
avoid danger.
An initial evaluation of his social behaviour showed
that the pupil didn’t learn to use polite expressions
and didn’t respect the others’ opinions, not rules
established during games and activities.
During a final evaluation, a slight progress was
observed, the pupil being aware of opinions of other
members of the group and respecting them.
He didn’t learn denominations of means of transport,
fact observed during an initial evaluation, but until
the final evaluation he was able to recognize them.
Financial autonomy and the use of money proved,
during the initial evaluation, as being correct, an
acquisition also kept during the final evaluation.
Case study no. 3:
Name and first name: G.A. Age 9.
During an initial evaluation in the development of
personal autonomy, in the personal hygiene domain,
the therapist observed that knowledge wasn’t gained
properly, even if the pupil knew the names of all
objects, she wasn’t able to use them correctly.
During a final evaluation the pupil revealed that she
was aware of all objects and knew how to use them.
Thus, related to feeding activities, she could eat
correctly and keep a proper conduct during meals.
The pupil could get dressed and undresses on her
own, selecting her clothes according to the season.
She was also capable of walking to school and knew
how to keep track of her target, thus avoid dangers.
From the social behaviour point of view, the pupil
proved during her first evaluation that she could
communicate easily with people around her, she
respected the opinions of others and used politeness
formulas, because the child’s family also promoted
these values. During games, she related to other
children and followed rules.
The final evaluation sustained a progress registered in
communication, through enriching her vocabulary
with new term.
When talking about transport means, during the
initial evaluation, she showed that she knew all their
denominations and how to use them properly,
knowledge also kept and proved during the final
evaluation.
During an initial evaluation of financial use of coins,
one could observe that the pupil knew different types
of money and how to use them correctly, being able
to shop on her own, this knowledge also being proved
during the final evaluation.
Educational-compensatory-recovery activities were
realized through a permanent observation of adapting

Case study no. 2:
Name and first name: T. A. V. Age 9.
During the personal autonomy development stage, a
special attention was offered to the correct use and
knowledge of eating tools, because during the initial
evaluation the pupil proved that he was not aware of
these tools and didn’t know how to use them.
He ate by drinking the content of the bowl or by
hand. During therapeutic activities, he manages to
learn the denomination of all cutleries and use them
correctly: the knife less than the others.
The initial evaluation revealed that he wasn’t using
object of personal hygiene and didn’t even know the
proper denomination of them.
Daily exercises were used for him to learn how to
take care of himself, in the end being able to name
every object and even use them sometime, thus the
final evaluation showed a slight improvement. He
was able to get dress and to undress on his own, to
choose clothes appropriate to the season, fact
observed during the initial evaluation.
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to tasks and objective to the pupil’s availability, thus
tasks being adapted to the pupil’s progress.

used to improve his knowledge, so that a final
evaluation showed a slight improvement in knowing
the proper denomination of personal hygiene objects,
but still didn’t use them.
When talking about meals, the pupil proved that he
knows all cutleries, but he used only the spoon or just
his hand to take food from the plate, thus he didn’t
possess a correct behaviour at the table. Through
educational - compensatory - recovery activities
permanently developed, the pupil was helped to serve
correctly all types of foods, by the final evaluation.
The pupil knew how to get dresses and how to
undress, but he couldn’t keep his clothes in a proper
order or selected proper clothes for each season.
The final evaluation revealed that the pupil needed
help in getting dressed and in keeping his clothes in
order.
The road from home to school is realized
accompanied by one of his elder brothers.
During initial evaluation, one could observe that
communication relations with others are poor and that
he wasn’t able to relate to other members of the
group, he didn’t respect their opinions, he didn’t use
polite words, nor did he follow the rules of games.
When talking about transport means, during the
initial evaluation, the psychotherapist observed that
he didn’t know the proper denomination of transport
means, but the final evaluation revealed that he learnt
all means of transport and that he knew how to use
them.
Regarding his financial autonomy, during an initial
evaluation, it was observed that the pupil was able to
use money correctly and this knowledge was also
proved during the final evaluation.

Case study no. 4:
Name and first name: S.G. Age: 9.
The pupils presented disorders of an emotional
character, the pupil being shy, avoiding eye contact
with the speaker, especially if this was an adult, thus
even his teacher.
During an initial evaluation for the development of a
personal autonomy, the pupil proved that he knew all
objects of body hygiene and how to use them
correctly, a knowledge which was also kept during
the final evaluation.
When talking about feeding habits, an initial
evaluation revealed that the pupil knew all eating
tools and had a correct behaviour during meals, a
knowledge which was also kept during the final
evaluation.
The child also knew how to get dresses and
undressed, being able to differentiate season clothes.
He was also able to walk to school and back home,
without help, thus proving to be able to keep his road
and avoid dangers.
When speaking about his social behaviour, an initial
evaluation showed a deficit communication, because
of his shyness and his poor vocabulary. He was able
to use polite words, but these were not a permanent
component of his actions.
Because of his communication deficit, he didn’t get
involved in discussions, games or actions, which
were based on communication between the group
members.
After
educational-therapeutic-compensatory
activities, a final evaluation showed a slight
improvement of his communication skills.
He was able to recognize all transport means, but he
avoided using them. During a final evaluation he
proved that he kept his knowledge on transport
means, but he also made some progresses.
During an initial evaluation, regarding his financial
skills, he was able to recognize coins and to use
money correctly, an acquisition which was also kept
during a final evaluation.
During
the
development
of
educationalcompensatory-recovery activities, a permanent
adaptation to the pupil’s availability was realized
Case study no. 5:
Name and first name: R.S. Age: 8.
During an initial evaluation for the development of
personal autonomy, the pupil showed that he didn’t
know the proper denomination of personal hygiene
objects, nor did he know how to use them.
Educational-compensatory-recovery activities were

5. CONCLUSIONS
The subject of acquisitions of proper abilities in the
feeding domain was a sensible one, because pupils
that agreed to be a part of this study all proved during
a first evaluation, that they didn’t possess proper
knowledge and skills to use cutlery properly and
didn’t use an appropriate behaviour during meals. At
the end of the research, after therapy sessions had
been realized, most students proved to have gained
proper abilities and skills in using correctly cutlery
and acquiring an appropriate behaviour during meals.
The personal hygiene subject, tested during a first
evaluation, was also generalized by a majority of
pupils who didn’t know or knew only partially, how
to use proper objects in personal hygiene activities.
After planned activities were realized during therapy
with pupils, they gained necessary knowledge to be
able to realize a correct body and oral hygiene, also
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proving that they continued to practice this
behaviour.
Getting dresses properly, is also an important subject
when talking about personal autonomy. An initial
evaluation showed that most pupils were able to dress
correctly; they could differentiate different clothing
items and select them correctly according to the
season. Only one pupil lacked proper skills in
developing this behaviour. But at the end of the study
he was also able to acquire this ability and proved to
have made progress in this activity.
Movement and personal security also represent
important components in pupils’ socialization,
especially for those with special educational needs,
because these reflect their degree of independence.
By using research methods described for the initial
evaluation, it could be observed that some of the
pupils were dependent on their families (mother,
elder brothers), in order to be able to go to school,
and others were independent, being able to walk to
school on their own or accompanied by colleagues,
but by using landmarks in their guidance.
At the end of the research, the pupils’ degree of
independence was significantly increased.
Relational and emotional behaviour, during the initial
evaluation showed situations in which pupils acted
quietly, following rules and relating with others, but
also other situations in which pupils refused to follow
rules, being considered even leaders of opinion. The
final evaluation showed a uniformity of behaviours
and a progress in harmonious relating.
After an initial evaluation, during interactions with
other pupils with special educational needs, most of
them didn’t respect the person speaking, nor did use
appropriate polite words or used them incorrectly.
But by the final evaluation, pupils were aware of the
need to be able to communicate in a peaceful manner
inside the group, to respect the person speaking, to
learn polite formulas, to learn proper pro-social
behaviour attitudes and to keep practicing these
behaviours.
Proper knowledge of means of transport, of
professions and activities related to this domain is
also important for pupils with special education needs
socializing process, this skill also being developed
until the final evaluation, applied during the study.
In conclusion, the objective of the study presented
received a positive connotation, because the final
evaluation proved that all items contained in this
study were improved and developed, so that the pupil
was able to continue practicing the behaviour learnt
and developed during therapy sessions.
The role of educational-compensatory-recovery
therapeutic activities is thus an important one in the

case of children with special educational needs,
integrated in mass education activities. They should
receive proper therapeutic support in order to be able
to develop personal autonomy and proper social
behaviour to be able to adapt to social groups of any
kind.
One limitation of this study could be the small
number of pupils desiring to be a part of this type of
study and activity. A larger number of pupils should
be enlisted in this type of therapeutic activity to prove
the efficiency of gaining proper personal autonomy
skills with the help of therapy. The lack of state funds
and the lack of proper legal procedures or the lack of
government involvement in the helping mass
education institutions for children with special
educational needs, lead to a bordering of social skills
and adaptation skills for these children.
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“Family is a social group that will or will not include
adults of both genders (for example, single parent
families), will or will not include one or more
children (for example, couples without children), that
can or are not born in their marriage (for example,
adopted children or a partner`s children from a
previous marriage).
The relationship of the adults can or cannot originate
in marriage (for example, couples that live together)
they can or are not sharing a common house (for
example, couples that commute). Adults can or not
have a sexual cohabitation and their relationship can
involve socially valorised emotions such as: love,
attraction, respect for the parents and admiration.”
(Băran, 2006).
The individuals` life in the family institutional frame
contains two essential elements: a biological side,
constant, almost unchanged during time and a social
side, in permanent change.
From a sociological point of view, family represents
the typical example for a primary group characterized
by strong relationships of the “face-to-face” type
through the association and intimate collaboration of
all its members (Bata, 2004). Thus some family
typologies can be pointed out.
One of them would be related to the origin family
(the father’s family) and the conception family
(conjugal family).
The first one is the family in which you are born and
raised and the second one is the one built through
your own marriage. Family can also be characterized
through the inclusion level of the family group in the
nuclear family (consisting of husband, wife and their
children) or extended (that includes the other
relatives).
Another criterion to be taken into consideration in the
study of the family would be the way authority is
exerted. Two family systems are thus distinguished:
patriarchal, matriarchal or egalitarian.

ABSTRACT. The study presents comparative data about
the aggression dynamic in the family based on its
egalitarian and patriarchal characteristics. Tests have been
applied to 40 people from 20 families, 10 families of
egalitarian type and 10 of patriarchal type. The obtained
results can be used as guidelines in the counselling of
families with dysfunctions generated by aggressive
behaviour.
KEYWORDS: family, egalitarian, patriarchal, aggression,
personality traits.

1. INTRODUCTION
In contemporary society, the family knows an
extremely fast transformation. The two last decades
offers information of unexpected changes to which
the family institution is subjected to (Vlăsceanu,
2009).
These changes, materialized in the proliferation of
juvenile cohabitation, a higher marriage age or big
age differences between partners, the late arrival of a
child, he partners’ education level alignment, the
wife’s strong social life participation, widening of the
generation gap, have led to an increased rhythm of
role changing in families and their defective
assimilation by partners (Bata, 2004).
Hence, possible aggressive reactions concerning the
behaviour adopted by one of the family members
appeared.
Working with families or even with members of the
society, allows therapists to observe individuals
inside the system and how they participate and which
are their roles inside the family and the society; how
do their actions influence the couple, the family or
even the entire system (Vîşcu, 2014).
A fundamental concept used in this study is that of
the family, referring especially to family types.
In order to summarize several family definitions,
Adina Băran (2006) in her book about families, from
a social-pedagogical perspective, defines the term as
follows:
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In the patriarchal system, the authority in the family
is held by the eldest man in the extended family or by
the husband in the nuclear family type.
In the matriarchal systems, authority is held by the
eldest woman or the wife (Vlăsceanu, 2009).
Obviously, the present confirms that the most
common model is represented by the egalitarian
system, the power and authority being equally
divided among husband and wife.
At some point, the dynamic of family relations can
include such acute aggression elements destabilizing
the family. In order to attempt explain these
imbalances, aggressive behaviours have been taken
into consideration.
According to theories that explain aggression, this
study has also been based on aggressive behaviour as
a reactive behaviour. From the point of view of
reactive theories, aggressive behaviour is a reaction
to the frustrating, disagreeable situations (Dănilă,
2009).
Freud`s theory on the expression of instincts being
frustrating, an aggressive impulse being induced, has
been later assumed by other scientists from the Yale
University, USA. This theory states that “the
emergence of aggressive behaviour is always based
on the existence of frustration” and “the existence of
frustration always leads to certain aggression forms”
(Dollard, Doob, Miller, Cositoare and Sears in
Berkowitz, 1989). Based on results obtained from
studies regarding frustration – aggression relation that
have been developed during time, researchers
considered that, in the frame of this relation “one
must take into consideration the emotional and moral
maturity/immaturity of the people, as well as the
determined tolerance to frustration, among others, the
character and temper, education and life experiences”
(Preda, 1998, p. 46).

The first lot consisted of 10 egalitarian type families
with ages between 20 and 30 years and the second lot
made out of 10 patriarchal type families between the
age of 45 and 60 years.
The instruments used were:
The Freiburg personality questionnaire (FPI), which
is a multiple phase personality questionnaire
developed by J. Fahrenberg, H. Selg, R. Hampel and
is built by combining a classic psychological system
with one extracted from the psychiatric neology that
can be used in the clinical domain, as well as in the
non-clinical (Fahrenberg et al., 2010).
FPI contains 212 items, grouped into nine scales, to
which 3 more scales were added in order to obtain a
global image of the investigated personality. The
questionnaire is tested in a group or individually, with
no time limit (usually, it takes around 30-40 minutes
to complete the questionnaire). The answer charts are
corrected with the help of an answer grid or the
computer. In order to perform an investigation with
the FPI you require the questionnaire, the answer
sheet for an isolated exam, the correction and
elaboration of the final profile being facilitated by 12
grids (one for each variable of the questionnaire) and
the presented scales.
The content of the questionnaire questions refer to
states and behaviours, attitudes, habits and bodily
complaints.
The construction of the FPI is based on the factor
study of the items and their grouping in the nine
factors that describe the personality dimensions that
are part of the questionnaire. The interpretation of the
questionnaire is based on the use of the behavioural
criteria - that explains the two poles of the each scale
– and that are described in the test manual. Plus,
based on the inter correlation study between the
questionnaire`s scales, certain relations between these
have been established that allow a more nuanced
interpretation.
The test authors operate with two standard types, in
stanine or in nine nominal classes and T quotas. The
original manual of the test contains standards for all
questionnaire forms, separately for the feminine and
masculine population. A general standard for both
populations is also presented. The stanine standard is
being worked with more often, separately for the
feminine
and
masculine
population.
The
standardization in nine normalized classes is a very
precise allotment system proportional to the Gauss
curve. In such a standard, the average is situated
around the class 5 level, 54% of the population being
found between classes 4 and 6 – this being the area in
which the normal average behaviour oscillates. Any
abnormality from this area is interpreted as tendency

2. OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESES
The main objective of this research refers to the
identification of the personality characteristics,
including the aggressive dimension with regard to the
appurtenance to the two family types: patriarchal and
egalitarian. The purpose is to show that there is a
significant difference in the aggression dimension
depending on the appurtenance of the members to a
patriarchal and an egalitarian type family.
3. RESEARCH DESCRIPTION
The members of two family lots were used in this
study, women and men, counting in total 40 people
from the Arad County.
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(classes 2-3; 7-8) or as specific dominant note
(classes 1 and 9) (Fahrenberg et al., 2010).
The experiment contained the following variables:

Independent variable: the family system
(patriarchal and egalitarian)

Dependent
variable:
the
personality
dimensions (Edginess, Aggression, Depression,
Excitability, Sociability, Calmness, Domination
tendencies, Inhibition, Honesty, Extroversion,
Emotional instability and Masculinity)

through personality traits as decisive factor for the
aggression and the independent variable, family type,
using the Independent Sample Test method (analysis
between the average differences).
From Table no. 1 the following can be observed: 38
statistical liberty degrees a coefficient p<0,05, so that
for the next personality dimensions, the following
significance thresholds have been obtained: FPI4
Excitability (p=0,018), FPI7 Dominance tendencies
(p=0,044) significant from a statistical point of view,
FPI6 Calmness (p=0,000), Emotional instability
(p=0,001) strongly significant from a statistical point
of view.
Table no. 2 presents differences based on the family
type (N=20 people, women and men, members of
egalitarian type families, N=20 people, women and
men, members of patriarchal type families).

4. RESULTS
In order to verify the hypothesis regarding the
difference in aggression for the two family types, the
two subject groups (patriarchal type and egalitarian
type families) have statistically been compared

Table no.1 T SPSS Test

FPI1
FPI2
FPI3
FPI4
FPI5
FPI6
FPI7
FPI8
FPI9
FPI10
FPI11
FPI12

Edginess
Aggression
Depression
Excitability
Sociability
Calmness
Domination
tendencies
Inhibition
Honesty
Extraversion
Emotional
instability
Masculinity

Sig.

,000
1,038
,707
2,526
,041
,089

1,000
,315
,406
,120
,841
,767

,731
-1,659
-1,148
-2,484
,788
3,920

38
38
38
38
38
38

,469
,105
,258
,018
,436
,000

,450
-,850
-,650
-1,200
,400
1,750

1,128

,295

-2,081

38

,044

-1,050

1,328
1,484
,021

,256
,231
,887

-,982
-,458
-,204

38
38
38

,333
,650
,839

-,500
-,300
-,100

,468

,498

-3,427

38

,001

-1,700

,056

,814

-,873

38

,388

-,450

Group

FPI1
FPI2
FPI3
FPI4
FPI5
FPI6

t-test for Equality of Means
t
df
Significance Average
threshold difference

F

Table no. 2 Family type differences
N
Mean
Standard
Deviation

Standard Error
Mean

1

20

4,70

1,949

,436

2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

4,25
4,35
5,20
4,95
5,60
4,55
5,75
5,80
5,40
5,75

1,943
1,694
1,542
1,932
1,635
1,191
1,803
1,609
1,603
1,372

,435
,379
,345
,432
,366
,266
,403
,360
,358
,307
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FPI7
FPI8
FPI9
FPI10
FPI11
FPI12

Group

N

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Standard Error
Mean

2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

4,00
5,05
6,10
4,40
4,90
3,85
4,15
5,10
5,20
4,35
6,05
5,55
6,00

1,451
1,791
1,373
1,729
1,483
2,277
1,843
1,518
1,576
1,387
1,731
1,538
1,717

,324
,400
,307
,387
,332
,509
,412
,340
,352
,310
,387
,344
,384

From Table 2 one can extract significant differences
from a statistical point of view regarding the
aggression dimension depending on the family type,
so that the personality dimensions: Excitability,
Calmness and Emotional instability have higher
values in the patriarchal family type, whereas in the
egalitarian family type the Domination tendency as a
personality dimension has high values.
According to theoretical concepts, in the patriarchal
system, family authority is held by the husband,
while in the egalitarian system the power and
authority are relatively divided among husband and
wife.

In order to identify the aggression tendency in the
four personality dimension types between men and
women the T Test from SPSS is used, having as
independent variable the masculine gender and the
feminine gender and as dependent variable the
personality dimensions Excitability, Calmness,
Domination tendencies and Emotional instability.
From Table 3 the following can observed: 38 degrees
statistical data with a coefficient of p<0,05, so that for
the next personality dimensions the following
significance thresholds have been obtained: FPI4
Excitability (p=0,018), FPI6 Calmness (p=0,026),
FPI11 Emotional instability (p=0,048) significant
from a statistical point of view.

Table no. 3 Test T SPSS
Levene's Test for Equality
t-test for Equality of Means
of Variances
F
Sig.
t
df
Sig. (2Mean
tailed)
Difference
FPI4
FPI6
FPI7
FPI11

Excitability
Calmness
Domination
tendencies
Emotional
instability

,257
,019

,615
,890

2,484
-2,323

38
38

,018
,026

1,200
-1,150

,703

,407

1,652

38

,107

,850

,404

,529

2,042

38

,048

1,100

Table no. 4. Differences based on gender
sex
FPI4
FPI6
FPI7

1
2
1
2
1
2

N (1. men, 2.
women)
20
20
20
20
20
20

Mean
5,75
4,55
4,30
5,45
6,00
5,15
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Standard
Deviation
1,650
1,395
1,658
1,468
1,522
1,725

Standard
Error Mean
,369
,312
,371
,328
,340
,386
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sex
FPI11

1
2

N (1. men, 2.
women)
20
20

Mean
5,75
4,65

Standard
Deviation
1,803
1,599

Standard
Error Mean
,403
,357

Fig. 1 Male-female comparison from the personality dimensions point of view

From Table no. 4 one can extract statistical
differences between women and men from a
personality dimension point of view: for the
Excitability dimension for men increased values that
indicate irritability states, reduced tolerance to
frustration, foolish talk (threats), lack of patience,
discomfort, violent emotions, rage and aggression
have been obtained; and for the Emotional instability
dimension, masculine gender subjects show an
unstable spirit, are always tensed, impassive, violent
and often feel misunderstood and aggrieved.
For the Calmness dimension, women have obtained
increased values the show patience, optimism, good
humour with fast and efficient action.
Thus the hypothesis was partially validated which
states that there are significant differences in the
aggression dimension based on the affiliation of the
members to the patriarchal or egalitarian family type.
From a statistical point of view, in the patriarchal
family type the dominance belongs to the man who is
aggressive and uni-personal, whereas the egalitarian
family is characterized by a psychological and moral
equilibrium.

aggressive and uni-personal husband, whereas in the
egalitarian system the power and authority are
relatively divided between husband and wife and
there is a psychological and moral equilibrium.
One of the limits of this study could be the social
desirability because this is a delicate subject, under
social opprobrium and tends to be masked and
maintained only in the limits of family intimacy.
The data obtained has partially confirmed the first
two hypotheses, so that from a statistical point of
view, significant differences have resulted depending
on the affiliation of the members to a certain family
type and also significant differences depending on the
education level of the family members.
These aspects can guide therapists in the couple
counselling of aggressive people, thus being able to
reconsider the values that the patriarchal or
egalitarian family structure is based on. One
important characteristic is the embracing of
behaviours based on knowing the status-role of each
family member and adjusting it at a cognitive and
relational level when needed.
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ABSTRACT Fears and anxiety, whether they are part of
natural development or in response to a specific,
threatening situation, represent adaptive responses warning
the child to take safety precautions and to prepare for many
challenges encountered as he grows up.
Fear and anxiety are, like most other psychological
phenomena, during childhood, intertwined and difficult to
distinguish. Intensive and long lasting fears during the
period of intertwined growth represent the most powerful
factor of vulnerability for anxious disorders during the
period of adulthood (Poulton et. al, 1997).
Children’s fears are described as a reaction to the
perceived threat which includes the avoidance of that
threatening situation or object, the subjective feeling of
discomfort accompanied by symptoms of physiological
instabilities related to specific physical systems and
physiological changes (Perkins et al., 2007).
Fears mainly include simultaneous reactions to specific
stimuli such as natural events or abstract situations, while
anxiety is considered to be a diffuse reaction to nonspecific stimuli (fear of unknown).
The aim of this research paper is to question and perceive
the attitudes of educators in preschool institutions related
to fears in preschool children. Aspects of research are
examined from the perspective of those who work directly
and spend most of their time with children – Preschool
educators.
KEY WORDS: fear, anxiety, preschool children,
educators.

blood pressure, higher adrenaline production, rapid
breathing, dry mouth, etc. (Gallahue, 2010)
Exposure to fear also changes ones behaviour, it
manifests itself as a characteristic posture, as a
reaction to danger developed from a biological point
of view (Perkins et al., 2007).
Every organism is equipped with defence
mechanisms; therefore fear is considered a feeling in
service of adaptation.
Among the first fears experienced by newborns, the
most important are the fear of falling and the fear of
sudden noises. Newborns will also react with fear to
different types of pain.
Table 1 Different types of fear
Level
1
2

State
Trauma
Danger

3

Panic

Fear
Automatic and nonspecific fear
Fear in the service of I, affect created
by foresight, controlled and used as
an alarm signal
Failure in controlling the I, emotional
overwhelm, regression to the first
level (state of trauma)

(Todorović, M: 2013:57)
The first two factors are included in the defence
system of the organism, and at third level – panic
represents a pathological state that sets in as a
reaction to the fear signal, from the second level
(danger), which isn’t working or isn’t offering a
proper response, i.e. adequate danger assessment.
From a developmental point of view, the child
becomes capable of understanding anxiety as an
alarm signal during his second year of life. With this
ability the child can become able to manage anxiety
in different ways (Borovčanin, 2008). If the child
doesn’t develop this coping mechanism, a traumatic
anxiety could overwhelm his ego.` For example,
every child becomes uncomfortable when faced with
larger snarling animals, as a manifestation of selfpreserving instinct. Any big animal can be dangerous,
so every child will feel helpless around it (Branković,
2011).
Fear in the service of I (level 2), prevents the child
from neglecting real dangers that big and wild

1. INTRODUCTION
Fears refers to a group of feelings that a person faces
when feeling endangered and unable to face the
object or situation that endangers him (Castenada, et
al., 1956).
Fear causes psychological and physical reactions in
the organism. It represents a combined reaction of the
sympathetic part of the nervous system, hormones,
hypothalamus (portion of diencephalon) and
psychological mechanisms (Born, 2008). The central
nervous system registers fear during the intrauterine
period (Poulton et. al., 1997). It is inherent, a
genetically programmed reaction to threatening or
painful stimuli.
On a physiological level, it manifests itself as an
increased heart rate, heightened muscle tonus, higher
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animals could pose. The reality of this danger is best
represented in the child’s abhorring or seeking help
from parents (Cukaro, 2007)

3. RESEARCH DESIGN
The goal of this research was represented by the
examination of teachers’ position concerning
preschool children’s fears.
The research aimed to obtain an answer on the
teacher’s ability to recognize and deal with children’s
fears.
Teachers in preschools must understand themselves,
their motivation, stances, wishes, attitudes, and take
active role in constructing their knowledge and skills,
all these qualities making teachers competent for
monitoring children’s development and recognizing
their developmental fears.
The research includes samples obtained from 32
respondents, teachers from four preschool
institutions, from Pančevo – “Dečja radost”
(preschools: “Crvenkapa”, “Bubamara”, “Slavuj”
and “Ljiljan”). All respondents were women (see
Fig.1), most of them working mainly in preschool
institutions (Fig. 2)

2. CASE STUDY. THE EXAMINATION OF
CHILDREN’S FEAR
An interview with children following the nursery
school “Crvenkapa” from Pančevo (Serbia) was
conducted; the goal of this research being an
empirical confirmation of childhood fears described
from the children’s point of view.
For that purpose children age four to six years were
asked one question – why are they experiencing fear
when their parents are not close?
Nine children participated in the interview describing
the feeling of fear in their own way.
Children had different answers on the question; they
presented facts from personal experience, as well as
stories from their surroundings.
M. M. (4): “I don’t like it when mom is late to pick
me up from school; I’m worried that she’ll forget
about me”.
A. T. (4): “I’m afraid of being left alone, when
everyone is gone. Some thief is stealing mom, dad, or
big sister”.
M. Ć. (4): “I like small elephants, but I don’t like big
ones because they blow from their trunk and can
blow me away from mom and dad”.
D. M. (5): “My dad lives in one house, and my mom
and me in another. I’m sad when I can’t see my dad”.
A. S. (5): “When mom went to hospital, I was afraid,
because she said she might not be back”.
Ž. S. (6): “I love my parents very much. When they
are not well, or when they are sick, I’m afraid I’ll lose
them”.
D. C. (6): “My mom had long hair, and then she went
somewhere and came back with short hair. I was
afraid she was replaced with another woman”.
B. B. (6): “Sometimes I fear my mom won’t come
back, because I can’t feed myself”.
Children’s responses on the question why are they
experiencing fear when their parents are not close?
clearly demonstrate separation anxiety (fear of
separation).
During the child’s everyday life, an unexpected delay
of any family member often causes disquiet and
anxiety.
Certain responses clearly show that fear of abduction
in fact shows fear of separation. In other cases, the
child is worried about the abduction of other people,
especially of the mother.

1. Gender structure of respondents
0%

Men
Women
100%

Fig. 1 Respondents’ gender

Educational (age) group in preschools
0
9%
18%

39%

Younger
Middle

Older
34%

Preschool

Fig. 2 Age categories

The fact that fear is one of the most common
emotions manifested during childhood was taken into
consideration during this study.
The problem studied in the research was – what,
according to teachers, is the most common cause of
preschool children fears; how does it manifest itself,
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and which activities can help children overcome their
fears, during the working day.

This method is focused on improving scientific
knowledge i.e. toward generalization; it includes
describing, gathering, data management, comparison,
contradistinction, evaluation, and interpretation.

3.1. Research hypothesis
Based on the aforementioned tasks and goals, two
hypotheses were formulated (general and specific
hypotheses).
The general hypothesis refers to the goal – Fears in
preschool children are often caused by the
environment they grew up in, by unstable
relationships inside their families and problems with
adapting to a community.
The specific hypothesis refers to tasks, such as:
1. Children would be less afraid if adults that
spend a lot of time with them could better
understand their fears.
2. Teachers are often met with fear while
working with children.
3. According to teachers, developmental fears
have a natural occurrence.
4. Fears manifest themselves differently among
preschool children, most frequent reactions being:
disquiet, frequent crying, and a need for teacher’s
protection.

3. Years of experience

1-5
5 - 10

10 - 20
Over 20

Fig. 3 Experience

Techniques used in this research are represented by a
questionnaire designed for preschool teachers and an
interview for these teachers. Teachers answered the
questionnaire in a written form and gave oral answers
to the interview.
The questionnaire that used is composed of seven
questions (close-ended type) that refer to teachers’
stances and opinions on developmental fears faced
during their everyday activities with children.
This research sample is set on the territory of
Pančevo. The sample is made of 32 respondents.
Every respondent filled in the questionnaire,
anonymous and with no time limit.

3.2. Research goal and tasks
The research goal refers to examining and perceiving
how and in what ways teachers can help children
overcome or lessen their fear.
The research task is represented by testing teachers’
understanding of developmental fears. General tasks
are divided into specific tasks:
1. Examining how seriously do adults that
spend lot of time with children perceive their
fears.
2. Examining how often do teachers encounter
developmental fears.
3. Examining how do fears most often manifest
in preschool children, according to their
experience.
4. Determining whether teachers can calm the
child who is upset and scared.

4. RESULTS
The results of this research indicate that over 58% of
respondents think that people give too much
importance to children’s feelings.
In addition, 58% of teachers agree that children
would be less scared if adults that spend the most
time with them had better understanding of their
fears.
The claim that teachers cannot do anything with
children’s fears, if the child refuses to talk about it, is
sustained by 36% of the respondents. Only 6%
completely disagree with this claim and believe that
teachers can do something to convince the child to
talk about his fears.
Forty two percent of respondents think that the child
has a problem if he experiences some kind of fear.
According to teachers, the main cause of fear in
preschool children is an unstable relationship within
the family (46%).
From the research and the interview conducted with
teachers from different preschool institutions, the
conclusion that teachers are aware and pay attention

3.3. Research variables and methods used
To successfully complete the research the following
variables were applied:
Independent: teacher’s knowledge of developmental
fears in children and a commitment to freeing
children from fear.
Dependent: gender, years of experience.
To reach as much information as possible about the
ways that teachers use when working with children
that manifest developmental fears we used
descriptive method.
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to children’s fears, that they have experience in
recognizing fear in children and can calm an upset
and scared child is a reasonable one.

4. d) I never encountered children's fear so
far in my career

4. a) We give too much importance to the
feelings of a child

0%
36%

1 - strongly disagree
49%

0%

2 - somewhat disagree
3 - neither agree nor disagree

42%

4 - strongly agree

1 - strongly disagree

15%

2 - somewhat disagree
3 - neither agree nor disagree

58%

4 - strongly agree

4. f) Developmental fears is a natural
occurrence

4. b) Children would be less scared if adults
that spend most time with them had better
understanding of their fears

25%
32%

1 - strongly disagree
2 - somewhat disagree

0%

12%

20%

3 - neither agree nor disagree

4 - strongly agree

1 - strongly disagree

42%

31%

2 - somewhat disagree

3 - neither agree nor disagree
4 - strongly agree

38%

4. g) If the child is scared of something, it
has some problem

4. c) Teachers are not able to do anything if
the child refuses to talk about his fears

26%

38%

1 - strongly disagree
2 - somewhat disagree
3 - neither agree nor disagree

4 - strongly agree

17%

6%

19%

36%

1 - strongly disagree
32%

2 - somewhat disagree
3 - neither agree nor disagree

4. h) I can calm a child that is upset and
scared

4 - strongly agree
26%

0%
32%

Fig. 4 Results obtained on fear: a) Importance of fear; b)
Understanding of fears by adults; c) Teachers solving
children’s fears, if children talk about it; d) Frequency of
children fears; e) Occurrence of children fears; f). Reason
for being scared; g) Teacher’s ability to cam the child.

1 - strongly disagree
2 - somewhat disagree
3 - neither agree nor disagree

68%

38

4 - strongly agree
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5. CONCLUSIONS

7. In your career so far, could you notice
when the child is scared

Children’s fears represent a type of child adaptation
to a new and unknown surrounding. Children’s fears
are connected to different developmental problems
specific to every age of development; thus, for
example, fear as a characteristic of a six months child
can be caused by the presence of loud noises or
sudden loss of a solid surface (Branković, 2011).
The results of the study, suggest that families have an
important role in contributing, recognizing and
solving children’s fears, an unstable relationship with
family members leading to different types of fear.
The environment is in this case the second reason for
childhood fear. A reaction to this fear, during the
preschool period, is that of seeking protection from
the person nearby, in this case the preschool teacher,
a reaction which is in most cases accompanied by
crying and anxiety.

38%

I notice it every time
62%

I think I usually can notice it
0%

Fig. 7 Fear acknowledgment

Fear of unknown people and situations with
separation anxiety are typical for the period from six
to eighteen months, when main developmental
problems are connected to affective bond to parent
figure.
From the age of 2 to 3 years, fear of animals is linked
to child’s exploration of the outdoors and objects in
it, and with question of establishing child’s
independence and autonomy.
Fear of the dark, imaginary creatures, storms, and the
loss of parents (or caretakers) are characteristic to
children aged 3 to 6 years. These are deriving from
problems that are characteristic to that specific
developmental period, and that are connected to
developing initiative and confidence (Todorović,
2013).
Fears and anxieties are an integral part of every
preschool child’s development. Children’s fears can
be described as a reaction to a perceived threat that
includes evasion of that threatening situation or
object, a subjective feel of discomfort and
physiological changes (Born, 2008).
Anxiety is to a larger degree a diffusive reaction to
non-specific stimuli. If the danger is recognizable and
linked to real, outdoor object and if the child knows
or can recognize the threat, then fear can be described
(Perkins et al., 2007).
Anxiety is a negative emotional state in which
feelings of threat, immediate danger without concrete
shape or idea, marked with unclear, diffusive tension,
disquiet, disturbance, discomfort, and fear can be
observed.

5. What, in your opinion, is the most
common cause of fears in preschool children
0%

Inadequate teacher's
treatment of the child

0%

16%

22%

Relationship among peers
16%

Unstable relationship inside a
family

Bad cooperation of teacher
with family

46%

Problems in child's adaptation
to community
Other

Fig. 5 Common causes of fear for preschool children

6. In your experience, what is the most
frequent manifestation of fear in preschool
children

Child is upset; can't stop crying

0%

14%

Agressivness

24%

12%

34%

Not sure

Refusing contact with peers and
teacher
Asking teacher to protect them

16%

Child is quiet
Other
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ABSTRACT. Now is here ..., the time when the human
race discovers and rediscovers the complexity and beauty
of itself and one of the words that can open these locked
doors, for some periods of time, is confidence, in yourself
and in the person next to you; therefore, confidence begins
to grow when one begins the journey towards himself,
towards models and patterns discovered, which were
created or borrowed, been aware or mostly unaware of
them, that bring feelings or emotions such as: safety,
reliability, happiness and prosperity. Words that can be
only words or attributes, drawn from personal experience
and which can be found in the main relation that one can
have, the relation that exists between him and himself. This
is why confidence is important and starts, for everybody, in
different ways but with the first word, a word that speaks
for us before we open our mouth. Gestures and posture,
with mimicry, the use of space, eye contact, body touches,
clothing, smells, etc. replace words on different occasions.
These and more, are what is defined by the phrase
“nonverbal
communication”.
In
interpersonal
communication, words are not enough. Sometimes the
word is just useless, especially for teens, which are the
most important humans, due to their age, the period in their
life and the impact that they have upon themselves, others
and last but not least, due to the impact that these can have
on mankind after this period of time. Some questions arise
and need to be answered and are mandatory if we want to
assume responsibility and be the change that we want to
see it in the world.
KEYWORDS:
confidence,
models,
nonverbal,
communication, interpersonal.

The first public teacher of rhetoric speaking in Rome,
Marcus Fabius Quintilianus (c. 35-96 C.E.), has
established one of the twelve volumes of the
compendium Institutes of oratory (public speaker
training) pronunciation (voice and gestures). This
volume (XI), the only one that was kept until today,
gives us detailed information about body language
used by the Roman orator conception.
During the first decades of the 18th century, a revival
of an interest in the study of gestures reappeared Kendon Adam and Cornelia Müller appreciated the
editorial of the first issue of Gesture (2001). Venice,
Giovanni Bonifacio published in 1616 Arts' CENNI.
In London, John Bulwer published Chironomia
(1644).
During the following centuries, the writings on
possibilities to know people according to their body
constitution, the configuration of the face and skull,
as well as according to their facial expressions - were
multiplying.
The history of science, of nonverbal communication,
also speaks about precursors, during the mid
twentieth century (Ch. Darwin D. Efron, E.
Kretschmer, W.H. Sheldon); about founders, between
1950 and 1980 (R.L. Birdwhistell, J.R. Davitz, P.
Ekman, L.K. Frank, E.T. Hall, R. Rosenthal), and
about today’s researchers in the field, in the last two
or three decades (R. Akert, M. Argyle, J.K. Burgoon,
D.B. Buller, J. Corraze, M.L. Knapp, J. Streeck,
W.G. Woodall and many others).
This attempt to identify the development stages of the
nonverbal communication field research inevitably
has a certain artificial note: no borders temporal
stages rigidly intertwined can be established, and
some classics in the field are actually contemporaries.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. History of nonverbal communication
Knowledge of how to communicate without words
has a long prehistory and a very brief history.
The prehistory field of study of nonverbal
communication covers an extended period, from
antiquity until the late 19th century. “In the Western
tradition, the oldest attempts of a systematic approach
to expressive action, both in the writings of Greece
and later Rome, were granted to gestures, in one way
or another” (Kendon & Müller, 2001).

1.2. Current framework of this orientation
What is the structure of nonverbal communication? In
other words, what signs, codes and communication
channels are used? The fundamental meaning of the
term of nonverbal communication, that is closely
used in this paper, follows the excellent work of
communication models for the study of mass
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communication of McQuail and
Windahl
(1982/2001: 11-13). By “communication” one could
exemplify any transmission of information, ideas and
emotions from a social entity (person, group human
body) to another through messages. If the etymology
of the concept of “communication” is clear:
communico , Latin, action to do something common
to share with someone, to share (Guţu, 1993), the
same can be said about the meaning of the term in
literature.
More than thirty years ago, Franck E.X. Dance
(1970) listed no less than fifteen meanings that can be
associated with the term communication:
 verbal exchange thoughts and ideas;
 the process by which we understand others, and
alternatively, we strive to be understood by them;
 interaction (even at the biological level);
 the process that arises from the need to reduce
uncertainty, to act effectively and protect or
strengthen the self;
 the process of transmission of: information, ideas,
emotions and skills through the use of symbols
(words, images, figures, diagrams, etc.); ...
 the process of transition from a situation generally
structured in a different situation, which is in
perfect form;
 a mechanism by which power is exercised (in
Fârte, 2004).
Communication can be “verbal” when information is
transmitted through articulated language (oral or
written) or “non-verbal” when we spoken language
isn’t used.
The term “nonverbal communication” has a wider
scope than “behaviour nonverbal,” which designates
an intentional or unintentional modification of a
person’s posture in relation to a system of spatial cues
or relocates the body component (head, torso, states,
etc.) in relation to a system of rectangular axes,
excepting those limiting production, forced
movements or body movement in space if persons
don’t offer their consent.
As verbal communication, nonverbal communication,
can also be modelled in terms of transmitter, receiver,
message, channel communication, effect, feedback
and context of communicative acts. The
“Transmitter” is the source of messages; the
“Receptor” is the recipient. “The Message” has a
meaning that is “encoded” (translated into a code in a
system of signs, appropriate communication channel
and receiver) by the sender and by the “decoded” (retranslated) by the receiver.
The decoding nonverbal communication process of
messages must also take into consideration the
cultural context, cultural information related to an act
of communication, etc.

2. OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESES
In the areas where the activity as psychologist and
psychotherapist was devellopped so far, nonverbal
communication and interpersonal relations are
particular important in terms of functional
performance of duties, under optimum conditions in
every aspect.
Adolescents were chosen for this study because, from
a personal point of view, the teenage period is one of
the most important periods of life, where issues have
a role in the development of the individual, as well as
providing the necessary support for the fullness of
forces and decisions taken.
Another reason for choosing this study subject is the
experience gained so far, the consequence of
decisions taken and behaviours in different situations
and in certain entourages.
It is believed that a well-built character can lead to
becoming true professional who can succeed at any
time, any place.
When a person knows himself and better understands
himself, one can also understand situations and is
able to understand others, thus developing
harmonious and healthy relations, based on principles
that will strengthen and develop communication and
structure interpersonal relationships, both directly and
indirectly, especially if this process is begun at an
early age and stresses during adolescence; when the
individual reaches maturity and certain organs and
senses can dictate life course from now on.
The overall objective of the research was to
determine the importance given to the role of
nonverbal communication in interpersonal relations
between adolescents structured into military
personnel and civilian contract personnel working in
the army.
The specific objectives of the research were:
1. The degree of influence of nonverbal
communication in personal training process during
adolescence;
2. The influence of nonverbal communication in
interpersonal relationships of adolescents;
3. The degree of interdependence between nonverbal
communication and interpersonal relations structure
of adolescents.
The quality of interpersonal relationships influences
the structure of nonverbal communication for
adolescents, thus being able to identify a close link
between the role of nonverbal communication and
interpersonal relations structure of adolescents.
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concepts used are appropriate for the category of
people participating in this study. Thus, the
questionnaire was designed for precise wording,
unambiguous questions, without leaving room for
different interpretations.
In developing the questionnaire used in this study, the
possibility of correlating the results obtained from a
quantitative analysis of the respondents' perception
on the role of nonverbal communication in the
structure
of
interpersonal
relationships
of
adolescents, was taken into consideration; while in
establishing the general and specific objectives this
instrument allowed the underlining of the idea that
the respondents' opinion on the role of nonverbal
communication is influenced by the structure of
nonverbal
communication
and
interpersonal
relationships of adolescents; thus being able to
identify the close connection between these
hypotheses.
The fact that communication and the quality of
nonverbal communication is influenced by the
interpersonal relationships structure of adolescents
and the quality of nonverbal communication alone
was shown not to be enough in having major effects
on the process of training.
The overall objective of the research was reached by
showing the importance given to the role of
nonverbal communication in interpersonal relations
between adolescents structured by military personnel
and civilian contract personnel working in the army.
Specific objectives of the research were
accomplished due to the types of the questions, their
order and by direct observation of the respondents
when they were answering the questions and how
they have been given me the responses after they
finished answering to other questions correlated to
the questionnaire that helped me to establish if they
understand correct some terms and my objectives,
thus:
1. The degree of influence of nonverbal
communication in personal training process in
adolescence was accomplished;
2. The influence of nonverbal communication in
interpersonal relationships in adolescents was
accomplished;
3. The degree of interdependence between nonverbal
communication and interpersonal relations structure
in adolescents was accomplished.
As a conclusion, the assumption was proven to be
valid; respondents were aware of nonverbal
communication such as its role in the structure of
interpersonal relationships of adolescents and how
this influences their formation, appreciating its true
value.

3. METHOD
The non-random sampling method or based reasoning
method was chosen for this study, which is primarily
based on statistics and on a personal judgment, thus
trying to take the minimum necessary information in
all categories, for a more accurate and efficient
analysis.
The instrument chosen is the questionnaire.
The study sample is represented by a total of 64
respondents from the Military Unit Number 01473
Sibiu and the School of Applications for Combat
Support Units “General Eremia Grigorescu” Sibiu.
A questionnaire composed of 12 questions was used
and applied to the respondents that agreed to
participate in this study.
In order to ensure a clarity for the questions asked,
another questionnaire with short, to the point
questions was created; questions aimed a logic flow
to at primary objective and to the specific research.
A percentage of 20% of respondents were girls, and
the ages were between 24 and 60 years.
All 64 respondents have contracts with the Ministry
of Defence and work inside the unit.
Regarding the distribution into activity branches of
the respondents surveyed, 21 of them are in Artillery
branch, four of the respondents are in the
Communications and Information branch, 28 of the
respondents are civil personnel under contract, three
respondents belong to the Intendancy branch, and the
others come from the Logistics branch, the Genius
branch, which has a representative, as well as
financial and military police and two people belong
to the Medical branch.
In order to better present the results obtained in this
study, the presentation of each individual’s answers
or answers to each question was realized. In this way,
conclusions will be substantiated in a coherent and
consistent way and will provide a basis for the
construction of relevant subsequent conclusions and
future proposals.
4. RESULTS
The questionnaire method was used in this study,
being composed of 12 questions and applied to the
sample presented above. To ensure clarity of
questions, a questionnaire with short questions was
also formulated. The order of
questions was
established in such a manner that it could determine
the subject's decision to cooperate with the
investigation and answer any questions.
In formulating questions, a number of rules of the
most importance was taken into account, namely:
simple words, understandable and the words and
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Communication is important for more than 80% of
respondents, and for more than 60% it represents an
important factor in conducting their actions. But

when taking into consideration the teenage period,
answers are different:

Table 1 Distribution of answers for how nonverbal communication influenced training during teenage years
Frequency
Percent
Percentage
Percent
valid
cumulative
Very big
13
20,31
20
20
Big
32
50
50
70
Average
14
1,56
2
92
Weak
4
6,25
6
98
Very weak
1
1,56
2
100

Interpersonal relations are important for all of the
respondents, but the structure of nonverbal

communication in interpersonal relationships for
adolescents has received different qualifications:

Table 2 How important is nonverbal communication in interpersonal relationships for adolescents
Frequency
Percent
Percentage
Percent
valid
cumulative
Very big
17
26,56
27
27
Big
32
50
50
77
Average
11
17,18
17
94
Weak
3
4,68
5
99
Very weak
1
1,56
2
100

More than 90% consider nonverbal communication
more important than verbal communication, and
almost all of the respondents consider they know the
correct definition of both verbal and nonverbal

communication, thus their classification seems to be
correct.
The degree of interdependence received different
percentages from respondents:

Table 3 Degree of interdependence between nonverbal communication and interpersonal structure for adolescents
Frequency
Percent
Percentage
Percent
valid
cumulative
Very big
18
28,12
28
28
Big
31
48,43
48
76
Average
15
23,43
23
100
Weak
0
0
0
100
Very weak
0
0
0
100

After a comparison of observations made during
years of experience, the role of nonverbal
communication demonstrated a higher degree than
other methods of communication, in terms of
awareness, training, coaching and perfection as
humans, in certain situations, forming us as role
models in life, but also as managers and leaders who
have followed a process of transformation and
development as human beings, therefore providing
the proof that we are worthy of respect, esteem and
appreciation.
As a general conclusion, this paper presented some
concepts related to nonverbal communication and a
focus on the role of nonverbal communication in the
structure of interpersonal relations between
adolescents in order to highlight its role and

importance, its relationship with other disciplines and
the interconnectivity between them.
The study noted that respondents place a high value
on communication; that they are aware of the
beneficial role played by it in the course of their lives,
of the symbiotic relationship between the branch of
communication as art and other sectors and of the
lack of it when it comes to treating separately kinds,
types or classifications of communication.
Communication is one of the most important factors
while working as a trainer, thus the following ideas
can be underlined: the same standards on the virtues
of communication and focus on nonverbal
communication in a higher percentage was
maintained, thus being able to participate in the future
formative process as: citizen, leader, and last but not
least as a HUMAN BEING.
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Communication cannot define us as people without a
corresponding view as a whole.
Thus the following conclusions could also be drawn:
communication is important due to its role in
education and forming; it functions as a whole; it
develops the human being by extending its
boundaries into all fields with the accumulation of the
highest level of education.
A few solutions, according to the results of the study
presented, can be offered: respect for communication
and education by granting proper importance,
supporting these activities through people that
promote them so that everybody can experience the
joy of travelling through life if he or she is educated.
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ABSTRACT. Family represents a set of conditions
necessary for the child’s growth and his or her acquisition
of skills, and the place where the child is integrated into
human life, society, culture and framework for developing
his or her habits. The presence of a carer is important for
the child’s social integration. Still, there are cases of child
abandonment, presented in this paper, which lead to
negative developmental skills in children. The purpose of
this paper is thus to underline and define the concept of
abandonment, to present its causes and results, and in the
end, to offer a list of qualities needed by any care giver in
order to meet the child’s needs and to help him develop
properly
KEYWORDS:
abandonment, family disequilibrium,
abandonment prevention

integration of children into care institutions and for
their future maturity. Child abandonment is an
extreme form of separation from parents (Vlas,
1992).
The term abandoned child refers to any child who
does not live with his parents or at least one of his
parents and all the responsibility for his raising is
transferred to an institution or a person who is not
their relative (Popescu, 1969).
There are cases when, for instance, parents leave
abroad for work and leave the child at a friend /
neighbour with the promise to send money for their
caring; once they arrive there, parents forget their
child; basically the child is abandoned, even if there
is no formal decision to acknowledge it.
There are children who are left in hospitals for
treatments and the visits of parents become scarce,
the child is no longer desired, and that basically
makes them obtain the status of abandoned child. In
this case of an abandoned child (not the judicial
aspect of the term) parental responsibility diminishes
and is transferred to various institutions such as:
hospitals, maternity wards and paediatric wards
which is the main gateway to institutionalization.
There are also cases in which the explicit abandoned
decision is not finally taken, and the child is entrusted
to certain institutions or relatives (Miftode, 1999).
It is necessary to distinguish between cases in which
the responsibility for the growth, education and care
processes is entrusted to an institution or another kind
of protection outside the family; this is a temporary
solution or a definitive one. In case of a temporary
solution, the family shall maintain relations with the
child they visit and remain interested in him/her.
Some authors call this phenomenon as one of
“quasiabandon” which keeps the unfortunate
potential for the child to be abandoned soon.
For example if abandonment is definitive, it is
manifested by an explicit decision, made by the
family, in the form of consent to adoption, or by
judicial declaration of child abandonment if “the
family is disinterested in him, obviously, for more

1. ABANDON–CONCEPT DEFINITIONS
Family represents, for a child, the environment which
is most suitable for his or her growth and
development; as well as the tool through which the
child grasps into social and cultural life. Cases when
parents are unable or unwilling to take responsibility
to care for their own children are unfortunately most
frequent (Şchiopu, 1997).
For all these children, a separation from their families
generates a deep trauma with serious repercussions
on their personality development in the future. The
child’s socio-psycho-affective development is
influenced by achieved attachment and the bond of
affection between mother and child. The absence of
parents and of a family environment determines the
absence of certain regular feelings and emotions,
delays in the child’s physical growth and behavioural
disturbances (Rose, 1972).
Three elements are crucial in case of separation:
• separation period;
• separation conditions and causes;
• Caring and development arrangements provided
to the child in case of separation (Popescu,
1969).
The process of separation from a family is a stressful
situation, which generates emotional frustration with
negative consequences for the adaptation and
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than 6 months”. Thus, the child is abandoned as a
result of a court ruling. (Law no. 47/1993)
This disinterest is defined as the cessation of any
connection between parents and child, or any bonds,
to prove the existence of normal parental
relationships.
Institutionalized children are qualified as abandoned
children, a term used according to a decision of the
Commission for Child Protection. Once the child
reaches an institution, parents transfer full
responsibility for their children development in the
hands of specialists, or better said to “the state”
(Miftode, 1999).
Often, arguments can be found on the role of the state
in children caring. “The state is obliged to raise my
child” or “I want to give it to state,” are phrases often
heard from parents who want to abandon their
children.
The term abandonment is of French origin and is
clarified by French dictionaries (Şchiopu, 1997). The
term means “one's discretion”, “at the mercy of a
person”. The prefix “a” has the meaning of depriving
and in this sense; a parent who leaves his child loses
all rights to it. In this perspective it means
renunciation, abandonment, desertion, refusal to deal
with the child, to entrust the responsibility of bringing
up another person, the care and upbringing of the
child.
The phase of transfer in the practice of Social work
for children and families has a major importance.
In some cases when a family has life difficulties,
there is an option to temporarily entrust the child to
an institution or a family who is not a relative (such
as a caregiver). In case in which the child was
temporarily entrusted to an institution, risks of
definitive abandonment grow.
The reason is that the family cannot acknowledge
transfer, to the full extent. In case of a temporary
custody of a child to a foster family, the risks of
definitive abandonment are significantly diminished
because parents know the family caregiver, also they
can relate interpersonally and not institutional
(Miftode, 1999).
Abandonment means entrusting, which has two
opposite directions: the positive one “to give” (to
offer something that belongs to an individual), and
the negative one is “to leave” (to abandon).
Abandonment is a statement of fact, in which parents
neglect their own rights and responsibilities towards
the child.
According to a judicial point of view, abandonment
is: “the act in which parents have legal obligations to
child maintenance, leave him/her, banish, or do not
provide any help exposing the child to physical or
moral suffering.” (Mitrofan, 1991 p. 3)

The legal definition of abandonment is not equal to
what is happening in reality in psychosocial care
institutions
or
alternative
services
as
institutionalization.
Thus, placement centres or other forms of protection
are formed of a big number of children assisted but
not abandoned legally.
In fact, they are already abandoned by their parents,
and have no ties or relationships of any kind. When
law representatives try to initiate legal procedure of
abandonment, parents or other relatives, are generally
opposed (Miftode, 1999).
In many cases, to avoid the procedure of declaring
abandonment, parents come to the institution not to
visit their children but to sign the register of visits.
This registry demonstrates that parents visited the
child within the period provided by law, even if the
child is neglected, abandonment cannot be declared.
However there are cases when children from
placements care centres are rejected by their family,
not visited or taken home for weekends or holidays.
Although they are not considered abandoned, and the
process of entrust to care is probably seen as a
temporary solution to help the family overcome a
difficult period.
It is important to mention that abandonment (the
mental state and not as a category of law) already
took place and the child was actually abandoned.
2. CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF ABANDON
The problem of child abandonment should be tackled
according to the child's age, his or her medical
situation, his family’s status and, not least the
functionality of institutions in which the child is
introduced. Such an approach helps to identify the
most efficient social services to prevent
abandonment, guided by families needs. Thus, a
policy to prevent child abandonment of a young child
(preschool) will inevitably differ from policy to
prevent early school-age child, etc.
An identification of “abandon strategies” is needed in
the case of options used by parents who abandon their
children (e.g. hospital abandon, when a request of
commission for child protection or child welfare
directorate is made or the child is chased home, etc.).
In order to annihilate these “strategies” by
articulating the links between various institutions,
local communities, etc. is needed.
That’s how one can identify “source institutions”;
mainly those representative places for abandoned
kids (especially those with medical guidance) and
which provide the basis for developing ways to
prevent disturbances of good practice that encourage
abandonment.
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Examples of these kinds of institutions are: hospitals,
maternity ward for premature and dystrophic
sections.
Working with these institutions remains a strong
point in order to find the weak points in the operating
system of those institutions and solutions that allow
close nurseries which allow child abandonment.
For example, in some hospitals when the child is
registered in a hospital, identity documents from
parents and children are not required (while the
invoking of lost documents should be quickly verified
via computerized registration service).
There are multiple causes of child abandonment:

The concubine relationships are another cause of
child abandonment. Typically, these relationships are
associated with poverty and lack of responsibility of
partners in raising children.
Often, young mothers are forced to raise their
children alone because the child's appearance leads to
broken relationships with the partner. Statistics show
that the highest risk for child abandonment is
recorded among mothers aged fewer than 20 and they
often abandon the child in maternity.
According to the survey 40% of children abandoned
in orphanages and nutritional therapy wards came
from accidental or concubinage relationships,
mothers being unmarried.
Unfortunately, in most cases when a young women is
pregnant she losses support from family. The
appearance of an unwanted pregnancy is usually
hidden, and the women’s family refuses to admit the
child because they think that “our daughter ruined her
future”.
When parents condemn that their daughter is
pregnant, they start to blame her and renounce at their
support for her. They accuse the young mother,
instead of admitting that the situation was the result
of a lack of communication.
In case in which pregnancy is kept as secret from
parents, the young mother (supported by partner or
not) usually finds abandonment as a solution.
Another factor is a reduced access to information
about family planning. Most often, abortion is seen as
one of the solutions, and the only form of “family
planning”. Therefore, for 9 years, Romania had the
first place in Europe in terms of the number of
abortions.
That happened because some segments of the
population have limited access to contraceptives due
to cost and poor informational and organizational
access. Only a few programs that offer family
planning services were accessible to disadvantaged
groups.
The placement of children in care institutions
increases the risk of child abandonment. Such a
solution, as temporary abandonment for families with
material difficulties, causes a progressive loss of the
link between the family and child, which ultimately
leads to abandonment. Parents do not visit their
children.
This happens because they have no possibility to care
for the child or because they see it as a form of
protection institution that provides better conditions
than they could.
The lack of services for mothers with children, such
as nurseries, kindergartens, dormitories (with
extended hours) or because these have a high cost,
and are often inaccessible, don’t encourage mothers.

a. Lack of material conditions due to poverty
Often poverty is the main reason why children are
abandoned, even if it is combined with others, such as
alcohol, domestic violence, neglect, etc. After 1989,
the poverty of families became greatly emphasized.
Surveys and official statistics highlighted an ongoing
process of impoverishment of the population.
In terms of unemployment due to lack of financial
resources, the economic conditions of local
communities, child abandonment becomes almost
something normal.
Each month a number of parents which ask to
hospitalize their children into childcare institutions
grow.
According to a study conducted in 1991 by the
Minister of Health, the Institute for Mother and Child
and UNICEF, based on data given by paediatric
therapy wards in hospitals, showed that the
abandonment of children in these institutions is
closely linked to economic conditions and family
income.
Thus, 74% of parents were unemployed, 58% had
inadequate housing conditions or had no home.
A precarious financial situation is expressed by the
absence of income, the number of children in the
family, poor living conditions, etc.
It can thus be observed that not all families which
suffer from financial problems abandon their
children; therefore, it is interesting to create a study
based on that type of families. Although, the situation
is still precarious they keep children in family (Doise,
1990).
b. Absence of housing is another major factor
Massive layoffs, economic conditions and the
progressive increase in maintenance costs, evacuation
housing for bad debtors, selling apartments to meet
expenses, increased the number of homeless, or
people who temporarily live with their friends or
relatives.
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Mothers cannot work; they do not have secure and
stable income, leading to even greater poverty.
The lack of proper social services, which must
involve the following things, must also be underlined:
preventing abandonment; family reintegration with
children which are placed in institutions; adoption or
foster care for abandoned children; support and
programs for responsible family planning. All the
options must be effective and accessible.
Only during recent years social services with
professional social worker were created, who have
knowledge in working in maternity wards, in
therapeutic sections, schools, to identify and support
families who are in a position to abandon children to
maintain children in their family, and if this is not
possible, establishing alternatives that respond best to
the child’s interests.

d. The presence of child disabilities.
If the child has certain deficiencies, he has a higher
risk of abandonment. Some children have lived their
entire childhood in the orphanage, because they have
health problems after birth, being hospitalized for
treatment in premature wards or paediatric wards in
hospitals. The extension of the hospitalization period,
not necessarily for treatment, led due to disinterest of
parents or their inability to take care of their children,
leads to seeing abandonment as a solution to their
problem.
• The number of births: the higher it is, the higher
the risk of abandonment is. The coming of a new
child into a family already dwindling effort that
often, and some families can’t afford.
• A living example is the case in which a family
member or friend already made an
abandonment; this significantly increases the
likelihood of a family to abandon another child.

c. Death of a Parent
Cases of abandonment after the mother's death in
comparison to the father's death are more common,
especially if the child is in preschool.
Widowed mothers entrust their children to
institutions only in desperate situations, like:
unemployment, homelessness, illness. While
widowed fathers, especially if children are young and
requires constant care, entrust them to institutions
more easily.
Current legislation on child abandonment is also a
source, which in some ways respects and encourages
parents to abandon their children, and decreases the
level of responsibility of parents for their children.
Law no. 47/1993 partially helps solve the problems of
abandoned children.
It specifies a minimum of six months in which
parents manifest disinterested in the child. The
existing legislation does not emphasize the
responsibility of parents to raise and educate their
children and the support that must be given to them.
Divorce is preceded by misunderstandings, conflicts
that negatively reflect on the child.
The first effect of such conflicts is child neglect.
Typically, children are “divided” between the two
partners and one of them abandons him or her. There
are innumerable cases where children arrive in
institution after parents' divorce.
Parental responsibility is given to the institution. And
when another parent finds out about the
abandonment, quarrels are renewed.
Cases in which parents have chronic somatic diseases
- physiological or psychological usually create more
disturbances in the family. Family imbalances that
can lead to child abandonment are often. This
happens more frequently when the mother is ill.

3. CONSEQUENCES OF ABANDONMENT
Abandonment by his or her family has a great impact
on the personality of the child.
Nothing can justify such a gesture, in relationships
with the family, the child basically has no chance to
receive basic emotions: love, great spiritual
closeness, care and support and strong preference and
interpersonal attraction (Parish, 1983).
Psychosocial effects of early trauma are undeniable.
In order to maintain the balance of the child’s
psychological health, especially in the first period,
when various components of his/her personality are
shaped and fixed, it is necessary first of all, to
maintain relationships within the family, through the
identification of one’s child (Mitrofan, 1991).
The state of abandonment may be associated with
depression, the attitudes of self-isolation, loss of selfesteem and therefore therapeutic educational
activities are needed (Gonta, 1999).
Abandonment causes observed are:
a) It’s impossible to create and maintain long
lasting attachments - when children are
abandoned in institutions.
b) The impossibility to satisfy material needs and
a need for protection, which are characteristic
to kids rose in the family.
c) Disbelief, inadequacy due to separation.
d) A lack of emotions, caused by the separation,
lack of attachment from the most important
person in the child’s life, the mother.
e) Initiation of some negative feelings associated
with feelings of guilt.
f) The difficulty of relating with other children.
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David Mowe stated that “Even the most deficient
family - material and emotional – even a family that
fails to provide optimal care and training of the child,
is still a better solution than the best equipped and
most appropriate protection agency, which fails to
compensate the family group function, brothers,
grandparents and parents first picture in the child's
person.” (Howe, 1999, p.127)

g)

A development delay of children from
institutions, low level language, and law
intellectual performance.
h) Difficult behaviour, aggression.
i) Physical and psychological trauma.
j)Little developed social skills (Mitrofan, 1991)..
All these are reflected in the child’s socio-psychoemotional development. Even if, due to the court
action, parents who committed the act of child
abandonment resume their duties and the child is
back in family again, negative results are still present.
This does not mean that psychological trauma is
automatically removed.
Once a child was abandoned, they may still face “fear
of abandonment”. In addition, the child will never be
able to maintain relationship with the one who
committed abandonment (Miftode, 1999).
Each individual is integrated in society via to the
social groups they takes part in. The individual does
not integrate directly into the society. One of the first
social groups in which the child is involved, as well
as one of the most important social groups, is
represented by the family. The family represents a set
of conditions necessary for growth and acquisition
skills, and the place where the child is integrated into
human life, society, culture and framework for
developing their habits site.
The presence of the parents with the child as much
and as efficiently provide him or her with
opportunities to socialize, to develop and to become a
balanced adult, emotionally fulfilled and able to adapt
to social conditions. The family is the social unit
consisting of adults and children, there is the
relationship between spinning - natural (blood) or
social - regardless of other considerations
(Stănculescu, 1997). By this definition implicitly
acknowledges the importance of permanent families
for children. In the early years the child develops
security and attachment to parents that it builds social
habits in social practice.
The child is able to analyse not only social structures
but social objects and phenomena as well. A lack of
parents’ attention due to child separation from his or
her family and placing the child in a care institution
leads to a poor habits developing. The institution
cannot provide a tutor for every single child, so the
child has no role model.
Children living since birth in institutions, orphanages,
special schools and who have never known their
parents, as a result, have not formed attachment
emotional need, felt in one form or another absence,
state prison is located. If the child lived with their
family and by a complex of circumstances get to live
in an institution, will have more resources to develop.

4. CONCLUSIONS
According to worldwide practice various ways to
prevent child abandonment exist. Some of them can
also be applied in our country. However, the most
effective solution is still represented by residential
and family placement. Under this service, children at
risk of abandonment are placed in environment of
specialists or foster families, both offering a set of
services to help in solving the crisis they are living,
which would provide reintegration of children in their
natural families.
The aim of integration services is to train professional
foster specialists. So far this branch consisted of a
school, with a three months programme, which
offered graduates maternal assistant qualifications.
Practice shows that any professional maternal
assistant cannot assure the reintegration of the child
into his natural family.
A professional maternal assistant can be effective
only in case in which he or she can be characterized
by number of moral qualities such as: empathy,
tolerance, conscientiousness, sensitivity and proper
motivation. Studies and analyses on the qualities of a
proper person to care for children have underlined the
following results (Popescu, 1969):
• a balanced behaviour in both directions
(manifestation or non manifestation),
• sufficient resources in terms of intelligence,
• an average value of ego stability,
• a balanced attitude between humble, gentle and
kind and assertive attitude, and the aggressive,
authoritarian and stubborn behaviour,
• well balanced and efficient personality adopted
to life conditions,
• an extremely conscientious behaviour and well
structured sense of duty, a well-balanced and
adapted personality,
• high level of understanding, team work and
ability to cooperate, confident in own abilities
and others,
• conservatism in their behaviour and a tendency
for team work,
• have good communication skills and are able to
collaborate with other people, as well high level
of empathy Q3 - more liberal, independent
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• conducting campaigns to denigrate the way the
target parents exercise their parental rights and
duties;
• prevent in any way and with any excuse to
exercise parental authority and maintain,
construct and develop relationship of mutual
attachment between parent and child;
• obstructing contact between the child or
adolescent and alienated parent (the target
parent);
• obstructing the legal right to exercise family
relationships;
• deliberate restricting the access of the alienated
parent (target) to on time relevant information
about the child or adolescent, including
information
regarding
school
and
extracurricular activities, relocation of the child
in other places, the medical status or changes
of home address;
• filing complaints against the other parent,
against
family
members
or
against
grandparents and other persons from the
alienated parent family , to hinder, impede or
jeopardize their presence in the life of the child
or adolescent;
• change the child's residence without
justification in a remote location in order to
make more difficult for the child or adolescent
to interact with the other parent, his family or
grandparents.
• change the child’s school or family doctor
without the target parent’s agreement, taking
into consideration that he is available. (CDPSI
2016)

ABSTRACT. This document aims to highlight the
importance of early discovery in parental alienation cases
that arise in situations of divorce with minor children, in
order to succeed in eliminating alienation devastating
effects on children. In addition to the serious effects of
divorce itself children face, in some cases, alienation
trauma and although it doesn’t appears as a distinct
syndrome in DSM V, it is being recognized as an
emotional abuse on the child by the College of
Psychologists from Romania and the European
jurisprudence.
KEYWORDS: child, parental alienation, emotional abuse,
divorce, alienating parent

1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
1.1 Definition
According to the request of the College of
Psychologists from Romania, on the 25th of February
2016, the Official Monitor introduced the description
of the alienation phenomenon as follows: it
recognized the phenomenon of parental alienation as
a severe form of psychological (emotional) abuse on
children consisting in systematic denigration of a
parent by the other parent, with the intention of
alienating the child's other parent (CDPSI 2016).
In Article 2 of the Protocol between the Romanian
Association for Joint Custody and the Institute of
Forensic Psychology, parental alienation is defined as
a negative interference in developing specific parentchild relations, relations of mutual attachment
between child and parent, caused by either parents,
grandparents or any other person living permanently
with the child or exercising parental authority or
guardianship in loco parentis, with the aim of
alienating the child from his parent (called target
parent or alienated parent) to prevent construction
and maintaining specific parent-child relations
between the minor and his/her parent. (CDPSI 2016)
According to art. 3 of this protocol the following may
be included in the practice of parental alienation,
which can be accomplished either directly by the
alienator parent or through third parties:

1.2. The history of parental alienation
The parental alienation phenomenon, considered as a
form of emotional abuse on children who cannot
defend themselves was launched by Gardner. Richard
A. Gardner (1931 - 2003) was a psychiatry professor
at the Department of Child Psychiatry of the
Columbia University - USA, from 1963 until his
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death. He published over 40 books and 250 articles in
a variety of child psychiatry areas.
His main area of interest was how children were
affected by parental divorce. Gardner wrote the first
book of self-help for children affected by divorce,
which was printed in several editions and has offered
a new way of psychotherapy for these children.
In 1985, prof. Gardner introduced the concept of
Parental Alienation Syndrome (PAS). Gardner
defines PAS as a disorder that primarily occurs in the
context of establishing child custody between parents
and acts as an unjustified denigration campaign, in
front of the child, of one parent by the other. In other
words, one of the parents performs a brainwashing
action, “bad-mouthing” the other parent to the child,
the real effect being an emotional abuse. (Houchin et
al., 2012)
Richard A. Warshak (2001), Ph.D., clinical
psychologist and professor at the University of Texas
South-western Medical Center, referring to the
essential elements of the syndrome, believes that the
attitude within PAS is persistent and not just an
occasional episode so the rejection is unjustified, for
example, alienation is not a reasonable response to
the alienated parent's behaviour. The phenomenon of
parental alienation is a form of emotional abuse on
children before which they cannot defend themselves.
Parental alienation syndrome is considered a form of
emotional abuse because its outcome is depriving the
child of a loving relationship with a parent. Attitudes
and behaviours are as follows:
- an alienating parent conditions his child, he
gives care depending on the claimed behaviour;
- an alienating parent withdraws his affection for
his child when the child doesn’t want to
participate in the denigration campaign;
- an alienating parent has unrealistic expectations
for his child; it is not natural to expect a child to
cooperate in the denigration campaign against
the other parent. The risk is that the child
becomes confused, tense, frustrated;
- empowering premature responsibility onto the
child; he or she claims to memorize a variety of
drawbacks suffered by parents to bring false
allegations of abuse;
- over-protection of children; the child is made to
believe that any contact with the other parent is
dangerous, it creates anxiety and emphasizes
his/her dependence to the alienating parent
(Warshak, 2001)..
In this moment of family crisis, the child may adopt
the roles of “parental child” or “child- husband / wife,
which has negative effects on him/her. The child is
asked to act as parent, to be an accomplice and the
confidant of the alienating parent that creates a

premature growth (the care taker of the depressed
parent) and not least even become an active part in
the family disagreement.
Stockholm syndrome often occurs in alienated
children cases. Children often identify themselves
with the alienator because of a defence mechanism,
because of fear or, in the case of young children, the
fear of losing parents to whom he/she is emotionally
attached.
A child's reaction to alienation may be different
depending on his/her stage of development. The
initial reaction towards separation is anxiety: the
rupture of ordinary life framework, one parent
leaving, uncertainties about the immediate future,
conflict and distress. Generally, the child reacts by
blaming him/herself.
The following symptoms appear: either a behaviour
failure (school failure, behavioural disorders, and self
punitive behaviour) or a depressed mood. Most often,
a premature growth phenomenon occurs, often
children whose parents divorce “take care of
themselves”, have an extreme adaptation, they don’t
demand much from adults, play little or not at all. Yet
this premature growth positive in itself can be a
source, during adolescence, of misfit reactions
(paranoid and/or antisocial tendencies).
The other alternative is an instable behaviour, a
manifestation of suffering by accusing others,
violence. Blackmail and manipulation are also
specific: some children seem to do everything to
extend and augment parental conflict or to create
conflict around them.
Persistence and duration of the conflict seriously
endanger the mental health of parents and the
psychological development of children. Under the
pretext of fighting on behalf of the children, for them,
the parents cause severe emotional distress to the
exact same children for whose protection and welfare
they are trying to achieve. It is psychologically
harmful for children to be deprived of a healthy
relationship with one of the parents. (Warshak et al.
2001).
Joan B. Kelly and Janet R. Johnston (2001) proposed
a reformulation focused on the alienated child; these
children are clearly distinguished from other children,
who oppose or refuse contact with a parent following
separation or divorce for a variety of reasons.
Relations between parents and children after
separation and divorce could be conceptualized along
a continuum from positive to negative, from positive
relationships with both parents to the most negative
relationship namely estrangement/alienation.
Positive relationships with both parents are those in
which both parents are equally appreciated and
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obviously kids want to spend time (often equal) with
each parent.
Affinity relationships with one of the parents:
considered positive and healthy at the end of the
continuum
are
those
parent-child
affinity
relationships with one of the parents. These are based
on affinities in terms of temperament, gender, age,
interests, preferences towards parenting practices
between the child and one of the parents but the child
continue to show affection and desire for substantial
contact to the other parent as well. It is important to
note that these affinities may change over time or
with changing developmental situations or needs.
Although these children may occasionally express a
preference for one parent, they want relationships
with both parents.
Children who ally: express their obvious consistent
preference for one parent during marriage and during
separation. Usually, after separation, these children
want to limit contacts with the parent who is not
preferred. They have an exaggerated relationship with
a parent, due to common activities and exhibit
ambivalent feelings towards the other parent that
include anger, love, sadness and resistance to contact.
This can be confused most often with parental
alienation, but the ambivalence is the one that reveals
it is a relationship of alliance and not alienation
(Kelly & Johnston, 2001).
Children who are estranged: they alienate realistically
towards one parent due to a history of abuse, neglect
or parental deficiencies caused by alcohol, drugs,
psychiatric problems or parenting style characterized
by anger, rigidity or restrictions. This action of
estrangement is the child's healthy response to an
abusive parent.
Alienated children: expresses their rejection towards
one parent and flatly refuse contact with him/her
without expressing ambivalence; they rejected
parents have no severe parental deficiencies, they
were not abusive to their children and therefore the
child's perception is unrealistic, exaggerated and
distorted significantly.
The alienated child defined here is the one who freely
and persistently expresses negative feelings and
beliefs (such as anger, hatred, rejection, and/or fear)
towards the alienated parent feelings that are found to
be unreasonable to the actual experience of the child
with that parent (Kelly & Johnston, 2001)
In 2010, Dr. William Bernet, a professor of
psychiatry at Vanderbilt University School of
Medicine, an expert in child psychiatry and forensic
psychiatry, along with a number of mental health
professionals from 11 countries, including the US,
Canada and most European countries, defined
parental alienation disorder (parental alienation

disorder - PAD) and proposed its inclusion in DSM V
- Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders - the fifth edition (Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, published by
the American Psychiatric Association).
Although parental alienation disorder does not appear
as such, DSM V now includes new diagnoses of
“psychological abuse on the child” and “child
affected by stressed relationship between parents'
which is a huge step in the issue of “parental
alienation”. For the first time, mental health
professionals in the US recognize concepts that help
diagnose children who are experiencing Parental
Alienation, strengthening pressure on parents who
strive to alienate the children during divorce.
1.3 Recognition in jurisprudence
Although parental alienation is not recognized as a
syndrome there are several rulings of the Romanian
courts and of the ECHR that recognized the
phenomenon. “It was argued by the applicant that the
constant opposition of the mother complained to the
existence of personal ties between him and the minor
is typical behaviour for 'parental alienation
syndrome'. (Civil Judgment no. 2969 of 21.03.2008,
case no. 9267/197/2006, Brasov Court)
“The child has the right to have two parents that
should be left to love without fear and without feeling
guilty towards the other parent, to develop
independently a quality relationship with each of the
two parents, to not be exposed to contradictory
discussions worn by parents or of being put to choose
which of the two parents is right, not to be exposed to
comments or negative behaviour from a parent about
the other parent, to be protected by remarks,
alienating tactics about the other parent and attitudes
that do not respect the other parent, not be forced to
talk about the activities in which they engage with the
other parent or to be forced to spy on the other parent
or the new family of the other parent. “
“The abusive exercise by one parent of his/her rights
that have been conferred regarding the child entrusted
to the other spouse liable to hinder or endanger the
growth, education, training thereof, entitles the court
that received the request of the other parent to impose
restriction, suspension or even removal of this right
of the parent, depending on the nature and
seriousness of the breaches found. “(39500/300/2011
– Bucharest, 2nd Sector Court House - Civil Chamber)
Romania is the first European country to recognize
parental alienation in a protocol concluded by the
Institute of Forensic Psychology and Romanian
Association for joint custody on February the 1st,
2016, following which the Board of Directors of the
College of Psychologists from Romania ordered
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parental alienation to be recognized as a form of
emotional child abuse.
The decision published in the Official Monitor states
that “recognizing the phenomenon of parental
alienation as a form of severe psychological
(emotional) child abuse consisting in systematic
denigration of one parent by the other parent, with the
intention of alienating the child from the other parent.

-

2. CASE STUDY

Kelly & Johnson Interview regarding
children adapt separation and divorce
The truth / lie identification protocol
(Pivniceru & Luca, 2009)
Baumrind parental styles questionnaire
Anatomical Charts
Family drawing (Jourdan-Ionescu, Lachance,
2003)

2.4. The psychological examinations results
In the interview with the girl's mother, the subject
recognizes she has small weaknesses and flaws, she is
ready to act, she is sympathetic and malleable and has
a tolerant attitude.
Her way of thinking is predominantly rational
although automatic negative thoughts appear:
negative forecast scenarios based on past data
regarding situation in which she is not being able to
exercise her parent role, leading to catastrophic
situations overview that lead to weeping.
She wants to communicate with her daughter even in
the presence of her husband.
In relation to ex-husband she manifests anxiety,
hyper-vigilance taken as a result of strong conflicts
and the lack of her daughter, but she has increased
tolerance to frustration even in situations when she is
censured or her daughter avoid approaching to her.
Her behaviour is assertive, including the non-verbal
one.
The child's mother works as a cosmetician, she
obtained her job after the separation from her
husband.
The father tells that the mother has not took good
care of the child, has neglected and emotionally
abused her, she is not looking to see her, and the
minor runs and that the girl refuses to live with her
mother.
The father argues that the mother has not optimal
living conditions for the child development and that
she is not an appropriate model for the girl, but rather
a negative influence.
He also provides information about the mental state
of his ex-wife family, without bringing evidence,
only pejoratively.
The father is an economist and works in banking and
has a busy schedules, he goes home every day around
18.
During the meeting with the father he behaved
reluctant and ostentatiously to the mother, the
coherence of the communication was altered
frequently by updated negative emotions, slanderous
to the wife, he exhibited irritability and contempt
when speaking about her, his attitude and
communication manner were unchanged, including in
the presence of the minor.

2.1. Overview of case
The study described below involves a family who is
in the process of divorce, the exact moment being the
custody dispute and the X minor,7 years old
residence establishment; the parents are separated in
fact, the child X lived at her mother’s until a year
ago, when the father refused to allow it any further.
There were conflicts regarding the minor visiting
program, including criminal complaints, physical
aggression. X girl has no somatic and psychosomatic
diseases reported. The X child's mother tells that she
had a healthy, affectionate relationship with the
minor during her stay at her house, she allowed the
child to spend time with her father, and now, after
taking the minor, he restricts her relations with the
girl, she can only see her daughter in the presence of
the father or during the school breaks.
She brings psychological abuse allegations against
her ex-husband. The mother says that during the
marriage and also now her husband was and is
extremely strict with the girl and all the time the girl
or she is not up to his standards he address them
invectives like you're stupid, you're not good for
anything, you are very bad. And now since the little
girl lives at her father’s home, she does not want to
see her.
2.2 Objectives
The objectives in this case are:
1. Competence assessment of X child to differentiate
between truth and false statements;
2. Linguistic competence evaluation of the child X;
3. Identify parenting styles of both parents;
4. Assessment of relations between the minor and the
parents and the consequences of parental conflict on
child caused by her parents' divorce.
5. If the child shows behaviours and symptoms
caused by psychological abuse, whether in this case
the girl X suffers of parental alienation.
2.3. Methods and techniques used
- Clinical Interview
- Clinical observation
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The interview with father revealed negative scenarios
and hyper-vigilance, non-assertive behaviour,
including non-verbal. The father shows a tendency to
domination, no tact and weighted attitude, he is not
malleable, he has an inflexible attitude towards his
wife, permissive with minor during interviews.
Declaratively, the subject says that he wants his
daughter to have a healthy relationship with the
mother, but only in his presence, being excluded the
possibility for the minor to stay at her mother's home.
Paternal grandmother's stories are identical to those
of the father. She takes care of the child while her
father is at work.
When asked what is the girl's favourite meal and at
what age she started to walk, all three adults: mother,
father and grandmother gave the same answer.
From teacher reports we learn that the girl X does
well at school, is not very sociable, being only friend
with her desk colleague that she knows from
kindergarten. The teacher noticed that often the girl X
is absent, abstracted from the class activities, she
does not hear unless she is shouted at, she believes
that at this age.
The girl is increasingly aware of her family situation.
Teacher also informs us that both the father and the
girl's mother are interested in her performance at
school and at parent meetings only the father is now
present, at the festivities organized by the school both
parents are present.
From the telephone conversation had with the mother
of the girl friend from school, I learned that the father
accompanied the little girl on the trip organized in
kindergarten, accompanied her also to birthday
parties, that he socialize with the other mothers
present, inquiring about the issues related to
extracurricular activities recommended for the child's
age, the recommended games, etc.
When she lived with her mother the girl remained
withdrawn at the playground, she refused to get
involved in any game with the mother: doll role play,
with the kitchen set, nor in the one with coloured
pencils. After 15 to 20 minutes, however, she begun
to approach and play with her mother, but remains
somehow expectant, not completely involved.
During the first interview and meeting with both
parents, the girl was sitting next to father, she urged
his approval before each answer, hugged him and
held him tightly by the hand.
She jumped to kiss him, complained that her mother
is bad because she visits her at school and squeezing
her in her arms. Also the girl mentioned that she
never sleeps alone, she only sleeps with her father
and does not want to see her mother without being
accompanied by her father.

Objective 1
By applying the truth/lie identification protocol we
discovered that the girl X has the ability to
distinguish between truth and false actions and
statement (Pivniceru et al., 2009).
Objective 2
From the clinical interview and clinical observation
we concluded that the child has normally developed
for her age (Papalia et al, 2010). Her physical
appearance is normal (X child is 33 kg and 146 cm
height).
From a cognitive point of view – the child is at a
concrete operation stage (can certainly use a map,
knows the physical attributes of objects, she can sort
objects into categories and range upward or
downward, she knows how to count and do simple
calculations)
The language development is normal (has the ability
to understand and interpret oral communication and
make herself understood, sentence structure being
complex).
After Anatomical Charts were applied, we could
observe that the child distinguishes between sexes
and that she has specific anatomical knowledge,
without giving evidence of reticence, embarrassment
or adverse reaction to the drawings.
Objective 3
From the Baumrind questionnaire regarding parenting
styles, one can conclude that the child's father has a
predominantly
authoritarian
parenting
style.
According to this parenting type, children must
strictly follow the rules set by parents.
Typically, the failure in complying to rules leads to
punishment. Asked to explain why he imposed a
certain rule, the parent might answer, “Because I said
so.” These parents have high expectations from their
children and are not responsive to their needs. As a
consequence children are obedient and proficient, but
they have low confidence and self-esteem.
The child's mother has a permissive parenting style.
Such parents have little expectations from their
children, which is why rarely happens that this type
of parents discipline their child.
According to Baumrind, permissive parents are more
receptive to requests from the child, not impose its
mature and responsible character and avoid
confrontation.
Typically, indulgent parents adopt the status of a
friend in front of the child, not of a parent. These
types of parents often raise children prone to
problems with authority and with not very efficient
school results.
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from teacher reports, the child shows an
anxious behaviour.
- The daughter refuses any contact with the
mother, although the mother does not prove
parental deficiencies and was never abusive
with the child
- The language used by the girl when she
express her disagreement with the mother is
not age-specific nor it is similar to her general
way of communication style, but coincides to
confusion with the expression of the father.
- The father became a possessive parent, hyperprotector, who takes decisions alone, afraid of
the possible dangers that an irresponsible
labelled mother would entail.
- Mother turns out to be a good parent, but
without a portfolio.
Thus one can speak, in this case, of parental
alienation, the girl's father proved to be an Alienating
Parent.
Parental alienation has been found, so the girl X is
psychological abused. Psychological abuse is “a way
of behaviour that affects the child's emotional
development or self-esteem” (Luca, 2014)

Objective 4
The girl is a normally developed child, the father took
care of education and to fulfil the responsibilities of a
parent, has a close relationship with the girl, however,
beyond these unquestionable, qualities he became a
possessive hyper-protective parent , who takes
decisions alone, and that developed fear of possible
danger that an irresponsible labelled mother would
assume.
Currently, the child was turned into the father’s
confidant, the father communicates his resentment to
the child, maintains a false conflict between the child
and her mother.
The mother didn’t have the opportunity to network
with the minor authentically through daily care
activities, walks, lessons, meals etc. during which to
be perceived as a mother and to minor to be able to
create her own perceptions.
Objective 5
”My mother has a negative influence on me”, “My
mother is bad, she comes to school and squeeze me in
her arms, I don’t like it”, “I do not want to go to my
mother’s!”, “Mother does not have normal living
conditions! “ are child X words expressing rejection
towards her mother and flatly refuse contact with her.
On the other hand the mother proves no parenting
deficiencies, was not abusive behaviour to the child
and the child's perception is therefore unrealistic and
distorted significantly, the child's vision is extremely
negative and she has exaggerated reactions.
Also the language of the little girl is not specific for
her age nor for her general communication style
“Mother has a negative influence on me,” “mother
does not have normal living conditions”, and even
more, these are phrases borrowed from her father’s
speech. The anxious behaviour of the child that we
observed is not consistent with her father’s
description of facts, he claims that the child is
sociable, talkative and without symptoms of
separation anxiety when going to school or other
places, the child behaves so only when she is to be
taken to her mother’s and also shows neurovegetative symptoms (spots or skin irritation) when
she gets in contact with her mother.
As a conclusion the following statements can be
distinguished:
- The girl distinguishes between truth and
falsehood.
- The level of child development and
psychosomatic language is normal for a child
of her age.
- The father’s statements regarding the general
mental state of the child does not fit with the
observations resulting from the interview and

3. CONCLUSIONS
Long-term consequences of parental alienation as of
any other forms of psychological abuse are:
- “Anxiety, depression, low self-esteem, negative
view of life and suicidal ideation”
- “Emotional instability, instability Borderline,
impulse
control
problems,
indifference,
substance abuse and eating disorders”
- Problems with social skills and antisocial
behaviour including attachment disorders,
behavioural self-isolation, social skills scarce,
low
empathy,
addictions,
indiscipline,
maladjustment sexual aggression and violent
behaviour, delinquency and crime;
- Learning: Problems regression of mental
competency evaluation and lower intelligence,
lack of impulse control, learning problems, poor
school results, impaired moral reasoning;
- Impairment of physical health: psychogenic
allergies; asthma or other respiratory disorders,
hypertension (as cited in Luca 2014).
Given these severe consequences of long term
emotional abuse, one can believe it is in the interest
of the girl to benefit from the presence of optimal
balanced, models in her life, thus individual and
family psychotherapy is recommended in this case, to
rebuild the relationship between parents and between
the girl and her mother, to the best interests of the
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child and in order to avoid the serious consequences
that parental alienation may have on long-term.
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ABSTRACT. The present paper analyses the best known
theories regarding intelligence and retraces their origins
and the way these evolved in time up to the present
moment. A middle-way common sense approach was
maintained by analyzing not only the bookish, textbook
perspective on the subject, but also looking at the problem
through the eyes of the non-specialist.
Some intelligence definitions are given, together with a
brief discussion on the difficulties that one encounters
when trying to define intelligence. A strong emphasis is
placed on the idea that no perfect definition exists to this
day.
A brief look at the problem of plant and animal
intelligence follows, aimed at helping us appreciate how
complex the problem really is. Modalities of analyzing and
measuring intelligence are discussed next. The basic
principles of measuring intelligence are covered and we
follow the evolution of IQ testing from the start to modern
days. The measurement discussion ends with bringing to
attention the problems and imperfections of different
intelligence tests and the critical remarks of researchers
who argue against the use of intelligence testing. The paper
ends with some practical applications of the ideas outlined
so far such as the use of intelligence testing for detecting
and helping people who are on the extremes of the
intelligence quotient scale.
KEYWORDS: intelligence, tests, IQ, gifted.

articulate it in a cursive manner, eventually to write it
down – a moment when most of us come to
acknowledge the difference between intuitive
knowledge and discursive knowledge, based on
ontological categories. We will step out of that
dilemma in our study by bringing forward some
definitions of intelligence which are currently
accepted and in use:
“General mental ability, that amongst other things
encompasses the ability to reason, plan and solve
problems, to use abstract thinking, to understand
complex ideas, to learn fast, to learn from past
experience. Intelligence is not only the ability to learn
from books and it is nor a purely academic ability,
nor is it solely related to the results of a test. It
represents a far larger ability to understand and adapt
to the environment we live in”.
“General mental capacity involved in calculating,
reasoning, the perception of analogies and
relationships, understanding, retaining and accessing
information, fluent use of language, classification,
generalization and adapting to new situations”
(Columbia Encyclopaedia, 2006).
In order to understand the complexity of the problem,
another attempt to define intelligence using the
Report published in 1995 by a commission of the
American Psychology Association (APA report) is
presented: “Individuals differ in regard to their ability
to understand complex ideas, to adapt efficiently to
the environment, to learn from new experiences, to
get involved in different forms of thinking, to try to
overcome the obstacles they encounter using reason.
Although these differences between individuals can
be significant, they are not constants: a person’s
intellectual ability is variable depending on the
moment, on the domain of study or on other different
criteria. Different concepts of intelligence are
attempts to clarify and organize this complex set of
phenomena. Although in some domains a
considerable level of clarity has been attained, no
such conceptual arrangement has answered to all of
our questions and none has met general agreement.

1. INTRODUCTION
Although it is one of the subjects who are extremely
debated in psychology and in society, although the
studies focusing on understanding the mechanisms
that generate human intelligence are numerous, many
of them quite recent, although it represents a subject
with huge implications both for psychology and for
human society in general, intelligence does not have
up to this point in time a clear, unique definition,
agreed upon by the majority of researchers who have
devoted their time to studying this fascinating
domain.
As is the case with many important subjects in
psychology, the answer to the question “What is
intelligence?” seams simple, quite obvious for the
majority of those questioned. That is, until we try to
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Thus, recently, when twenty prominent theorists of
the field have been asked to define intelligence, they
offered twenty somewhat different definitions”.
Here are some of the “personal definitions” of the
specialists:“Ability to judge, practical sense, ability to
adapt to circumstances” (Alfred Binet); “The process
of acquiring, storing in memory, recovering,
combining and using information in new contexts”
(Lloyd Humphreys); “The ability to face cognitive
complexity” (Linda Gottfredson); “Adaptative
behaviour aimed to reaching certain objectives”
(Sternberg & Salter); “Propensity, unique to human
beings, to modify or change the structure of their
cognitive function in order to adapt to variable
demands of a certain life situation” (Reuven
Feuerstein) (Neisser et al., 1998).
The fact that a unique and exact definition is missing,
underlines the complexity of the phenomenon called
intelligence, but it does not keep us from analyzing it
better. In this study, a shorter definition is used, that
encompasses what is considered to be the
fundamental element of all the definitions cited
above:
Intelligence is the ability to understand simpler or
more complex data from the environment people live
in, to make them personal and to use them in an
adaptative way, sometimes in completely different
circumstances from those that were present when we
received those data (Goh et al., 2003)..

The explanation provided seems simplistic, and its
authors have received reproaches about that. Their
attention was drawn to the fact that in solving some
tasks like the correct use of language or mathematical
calculation a large number of factors are involved.
Among them are economical factors (the access to
education helps develop both of the components we
mentioned), social factors (different environments
that put greater emphasis on development of
communication will mean important language
development, sometimes at the expense of other
cognitive abilities) or even emotional factors that
relate to the testing or the conditions in which it takes
place.
Another argument in favour of the theory of a single
intelligence, created to respond to the criticisms
mentioned above is the strong correlation between
response time to occurrence of a stimulus and
improved outcomes for an individual in intelligence
tests.
Eysenck found a clear correlation, with strong
statistical significance between the short reaction
time to a light stimulus appearance and good results
in various types of intelligence tests.
Since the response to a light stimulus is a conditioned
reflex, easily executed, not dependent on
environmental conditions or education, only
dependent on the good functioning of the sense
organs, the cortex, the neural pathways involved
(afferent and efferent), the correlation observed
between high levels of intelligence demonstrated by
tests can only be explained by the existence of a
single factor responsible for human intelligence
(Eysenck, 1982).
This important current of thinking is opposed by
those who believe there are many forms of
intelligence. From their ranks we will only mention
Gardner or Sternberg, which have the greatest merit
in creating and sustaining this concept.
Gardner’s theory, which is probably the best known
plead for seven different forms of intelligence. They
are: linguistic intelligence, logical-mathematical,
bodily, spatial, musical, interpersonal and intrapersonal intelligence (Gardner, 1983, 1993, 1999).
Two aspects regarding Gardner’s theory must be
understood from the start:
One of the premises is represented by psychometric
tests used to measure intelligence only look at
language skills, mathematical or spatial abilities and
completely ignore extraordinary skills in areas such
as art, music or sport.
The second important premise is the idea that
intelligence has an important biological basis that
depends on the way the brain is functioning. Studying
people with different disabilities, Gardner identified

2. THEORIES ABOUT INTELLIGENCE - ONE
OR MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES
There are currently two major schools of thought
with different visions of the nature and attributes of
human intelligence. The first point of view supported
by psychologists such as Eysenck, Galton, Jensen or
Spearman believes that any form of intelligence
comes from a single source, a general intelligence
factor named g (Neisser et al., 1998).
The main argument used by this school to uphold the
ideas is represented by extremely strong correlation
between results obtained by the same individual
being tested at various tests that assess aspects that
are independent of the cognitive function.
Thus, it was found that often, people who obtain very
good results in tests that check mathematical skills
also get superior results from tests that verify the
language skills or three-dimensional thinking.
The conclusion drawn by the authors is a simple one:
it's normal to be so since both types of problems are
solved by making an appeal to the same information,
the same informational tools, that so-called unique
intelligence (Neisser et al., 1998).
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different brain areas responsible exclusively for the
execution of one function only (speech, logic, spatial
view, movement).
He concluded from that, that different cognitive tasks
are performed exclusively in certain areas of the
cortex, so that there are multiple forms of intelligence
(Gardner, 1999).
The hypotheses from which Gardner started are
correct and the conclusions which he drew are also
correct if we think about the level of information he
had access to (Gardner, 1983).
The development of neurosciences, particularly due
to new imagery methods has offered access to a lot of
new information in this direction and this new
information is what allows us to say that the ideas
presented above are in fact oversimplified. Thanks to
magnetic resonance imaging we now know that
although there cortical areas devoted to a particular
type of information processing, cognitive thinking
and solving tasks is done by integrating information
from many such dedicated areas, which is done using
specialized neural connections, dedicated to this
purpose.
Another form of the theory which involves several
forms of intelligence was proposed by Sternberg.
Similar to Gardner's theory, it takes into account the
existence of specific forms of intelligence that allow
individuals to achieve incredible levels of
performance in sport or art world.
What is new in Sternberg’s theory is the idea that the
whole spectrum of human intelligence can be divided
into academic and practical intelligence. Academic
intelligence would be in his view equal to analytical
intelligence, represented mostly by theoretical
problems, frequently formulated by people who are
situated outside the problem.
Such problems are well defined, the problem
containing all the data needed to solve it, and
typically have a single solution. Opposite to that there
is practical intelligence, seen in the problems that life
confronts us with, where we do not have all the
information at our disposal, the situations are
ambiguous and the possible answers are many
(Sternberg, 1997).
Although it sounds abstract, Sternberg’s theory is
highly influential, mainly because it has proved its
utility. Everyone knows youngsters that understand
enough mathematics to do small business on the
streets with friends, but who are absolutely unable to
pass a fourth grade maths test. Such evidence
suggests the existence of a mathematical intelligence
of an academic type that works parallel to and is not
correlated with the practical type mathematical
intelligence.

3. WAYS OF MEASURING INTELLIGENCE
If one takes into account the number and the
complexity of the factors involved in generating
intelligence we can understand at least intuitively the
problems faced by researchers who developed the
first intelligence tests.
From a historical point of view, the first attempts to
measure human intelligence started from completely
wrong premises. Sir Francis Galton (1822–1911), a
known British scientist, proposed that intelligence be
measured by analyzing the size and shape of a
person’s head. The idea was unfortunately accepted
enthusiastically by several members of the scientific
establishment of the time, some modified forms of it
being still in use today (Bulmer, 1999).
Leaving aside the bad premises that started it,
Galton’s idea had a major fault: in the researcher’s
mind the conclusion was already drawn and the
results only had the role to support it. Galton, a
member of the British aristocracy, benefiting from an
exemplar education for those times (limited to
wealthy people) wanted to prove that intelligence is
transmitted from one generation to the next inside the
rich people’s class, considered to be “superior”, his
logic being that the size of the cranium is genetically
determined and it cannot be modified and the brain
depends on the size of the cranium.
Numerous subsequent studies have disproved
virtually every one of these assumptions: skull
dimensions not only have nothing to do with
intelligence, not even brain size can be correlated
directly with it, so all that remains from Galton’s
theoretical framework is the idea that it is necessary
and possible to do an objective measurement of
human intelligence (Bulmer, 1999).
The first tests of intelligence that came close to what
this term signifies nowadays were created by French
psychologist Alfred Binet (1857-1911). In their
development, he started from the idea that in general,
an individual's performance in any given domain,
whatever it may be, increases with age, which means
that for a given age group, performance (of any kind)
may be used to separate people into different groups
of intelligences (Feides, 1972).
Based on this idea Binet conceived his first
intelligence test. If Francis Galton aimed to put on
scientific grounds the idea of genetic superiority of a
particular social class, Binet had in mind a much
nobler purpose when he designed his first test: he
wanted to identify the students with the weakest
educational performance so that they can be corrected
in a timely manner.
Binet created his test step by step and he started with
presenting different problems to be solved to students
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by using statistical tools that calculate each test’s
deviation from the test which is considered standard
for a certain age group.
One of the tests that are extensively used today for
evaluating intelligence is the Stanford-Binet scale, a
seriously improved variant of the idea we presented
earlier (Terman & Merrill, 1937). The latest edition
of this test, number five, published in 2003 contains a
large number of items that vary in accordance to the
tested person’s age (for children the test consists of
images or simple questions about every day activities
whilst for adults the test requires understanding
analogies, deciphering the meaning of a saying or
finding the common elements that belong to a
specific set).
The test is administered orally starting from the
mental age at which the candidate can answer
correctly to all the questions and finishing with the
age at which he cannot answer to any of these
questions. Analyzing the answer the candidate has
provided, one can calculate an intelligence quotient
for that person. Even more, the test has a series of
subsets of questions, grouped according to different
domains of knowledge which allows the examiner to
see the domains in which the candidate had the best
or the worst score.
In the United States the Wechsler scale for measuring
intelligence – IV is used more often. It was developed
by psychologist David Wechsler and it has two
different tests, one for adults and one for children.
Both tests measure a fairly large area of intellectual
abilities such as the level of language understanding,
working memory, the ability to deduce something or
to generalize knowledge (Zhou et al, 2010).
Their degree of accuracy is similar and his very high.
Their main drawback is represented by the fact that
administering them is difficult and costly, requiring a
one on one interaction between the psychologist
administering the test and the candidate.
From the moment they were introduced in practice,
psychological tests had numerous adversaries. I have
already mentioned some of the critiques directed
towards different attempts to classify in any way
intelligence.
Without insisting on them, I will stop for a moment
on the analysis of the characteristics needed in order
to be able to declare that a test – any kind of test, not
only intelligence tests – is suited for studying a
certain trait and can be used without the risk of
obtaining errors instead of answers.
Summarizing, one can reduce the necessary
conditions to a number of two: the test must have a
high level of fidelity (it should measure correctly
every time the variables we are interested in) and it
should be valid (it should measure the characteristic

who were already categorized by their teachers as
“bright” or “not so intelligent”. If the problem could
be solved by intelligent children but not by those who
were considered less gifted, it remained in the
questionnaire, if it was solved by both groups it was
removed and the next problem would be put forward
for solving. Applying this algorithm, Binet was able
to devise a first test which, according to him could
differentiate between intelligent and non-intelligent
children in the same age group (Freides, 1972).
The next step that was taken was introducing the
concept of mental age. That meant that for every
tested child a mental age was calculated. That mental
age was defined as the age at which a certain level of
performance is considered typical (to be more precise
the median of the ages of all who were tested at the
time when the test was conceived, who attained a
particular level of performance) (Nicolas et al, 2013).
The possibility to attribute a mental age to every
person who is tested offers information about the
level of intellectual performance of that person. But
we still have to deal with the problem of the
impossibility of comparing persons pertaining to
different age groups. For instance, if we were to use
exclusively the concept of mental age to compare two
persons of different age, we might reach the
conclusion that a young man of 16 which has the
mental age of 13 has the same intellectual capacity as
an 8 year old child with a mental age of 5. The error
in this way of reasoning in obvious for any
psychologist
familiarized
with
interpreting
intelligence tests. It can be briefly explained by
understanding that the relative distance of intellectual
capacity is much higher in the 13-16 years old than in
the 5-8 years old interval.
The solution devised to solve the problem was known
as intelligence quotient. The idea behind it was to
unite somehow in the same formula used to calculate
the mental age, information about the biological age
of the individual being tested (Nicolas et al, 2013).
From a historical point of view, the first formula to
calculate the IQ defined it as the result of dividing the
mental age to the chronological age of the individual
and multiplying the result by one hundred. Having in
our formula the biological age of the individual being
tested allows us, of course to compare the results
between individuals with different ages. This first
formula used to calculate IQ leads us to a simple
conclusion: any subject with a mental age equal to
his/her chronological age will have an IQ of 100.
Increases or decreases of the mental age compared to
the chronological one will lead to similar
modifications in IQ.
Those basic principles for calculating IQ’s are still
valid today, although they have been vastly improved
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we are interested in and not other characteristics).
Validity and fidelity are key elements without which
any test is useless.
Both have to be present in order to obtain a
scientifically correct answer and one cannot
substitute the other. Leaving those two conditions
aside, if we want to obtain results that we can
compare with other studies we need to establish some
rules that we will respect when interpreting the
answers given by our subjects. In this manner, some
rules are agreed upon and they establish the minimal
standards of performance that a person must reach in
order to receive a score.
If all three conditions are simultaneously satisfied we
can talk about standardized tests.
At the end of this short presentation about
intelligence testing one may ask some questions:
what are the position and the role of intelligence tests
at the moment? In other words, are they relevant?
Can the information they offer be used in practice?
Do intelligence tests have a future or do they
represent a dream about measuring too complex
elements and are we supposed to give up to this
dream?
Practice shows us that intelligence tests are frequently
used in present, although there are a lot of drawbacks
and censures about it.
Their relevance seems to be obvious to the deciding
factors from educational system, army and private
companies. Their degree of validity is big enough, so
the results from the tested subjects seem to be
compatible with the scores from the tests.
As for the future of intelligence tests, it seems to be
safe, although things should be analyzed separately. It
is considered that as long as their design is correct
(they have to take into account the age, the
environment, the cultural features and possible
disabilities), these studies offer valuable information
about the cognitive capacity of tested individuals, the
administration costs being low.
As for the individual tests, although their
administration costs are high, they weren’t replaced
completely by group tests, because of the high
amount of information that they can provide.
Moreover, the new variants of these tests have items
that allow the collection of important amount of
information about personality profile or some
behavioural features of a tested individual, and this
information can bring a better understanding of the
individual.
Far from being neglected, the field of intellectual
capacity testing is blooming. Computerized programs
have been already created to test the cognitive
capacity; there are also interactive variants
compatible with the intellectual level of the tested

individual, with variation of questions difficulty
depending on the number of correct answers.
We have to also take into consideration the fact that a
human being doesn’t refer only to intelligence. At the
moment there are debates in civil societies and in
professional
associations
about
personnel
employment on the basis of intelligence tests
exclusively, or about children classification in
different classes depending on the same parameters.
In addition, apart from intelligence, the capacity of a
human being to adapt to the environment depends
also on his/her emotional structure, motivation and
creativity. There are situations in which the above
mentioned variables can count more than IQ, but they
are impossible to measure by far.
4. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
Although interesting, the above mentioned theoretical
perspectives value nothing if they cannot be
translated in actions meant to help us evolve. I have
already mentioned some areas in which intelligence
tests proved their utility. These tests are not
compulsory. Further on, an analysis of other two
directions with multiple much more serious
implications and branches for the future of the human
society is presented.
The first direction is represented by the management
of people with intellectual disabilities. One of the
situations in which intelligence tests are very good is
represented by identification of people with low
intellectual level. The general opinion related to
mental retardation is that its frequency is not so high.
In reality, the incidence is estimated to be around 13% of general population, at global level. People
presenting an impaired cognitive function may have a
short decrease of the intelligence quotient (IQ
between 55 and 69, the so-called forms of mild
intellectual retardation), comprising of people with a
low level of intelligence, but able to learn easy crafts,
to respect social rules and to handle any situation by
themselves or with minimal assistance, or a high
decrease of the intelligence quotient (IQ under 25), at
people with severe mental retardation, where most of
the time it is necessary to institutionalize the subject
or to offer personal assistance for the whole period of
life. The majority of people with intellectual
disabilities is represented by the first category (almost
90% of them have a mild or moderate level of
intellectual retardation) (Campbell, 2006).
Why are IQ tests helpful for these people?
First of all, they help us understand that intelligence
and adaptive behaviour don’t always go together.
In a study group of people with the same IQ level,
there was noted the existence of some people able to
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function independently and to adapt to the social
norms, as well as the existence of people unable to
integrate socially and which are not able to take care
by themselves. We have to take into account that a lot
of people with low intellectual levels are never
identified. Their cognitive function can be mildly or
moderately decreased, but as long as they deal with
daily challenges, most probably they won’t ever be
tested. Although that generally speaking these people
can look after themselves, their lower intelligence
quotient can make them victims of abuses from
family members, potential employees or social
entourage. Identifying these people allows targeted
interventions, adapted from case to case, so the aimed
subjects have an increased chance to recognize these
situations and to obtain the necessary tools to defend
themselves.
Secondly, the fast discovery of people with
intellectual disabilities allows rapid intervention,
which can lead sometimes to an important
improvement of the cognitive level, but most of all to
an increased chance to integrate socially as much as
possible. We focus here on people of young age, preschool or scholars. From this point, we describe two
work directions.
Firstly, the global decrease of cognitive levels,
recognized at the beginning of school, or even before
school, allows the specialized intervention which can
improve the child’s cognitive profile. If the
intellectual dysfunction is severe and there is no or
insignificant improvement, than the option is to guide
the child to a domain of activity compatible to his/her
cognitive level and general abilities.
The benefits of such an approach are multiple,
pointing the disabled child and also his/her family
(higher chances to integrate socially and
professionally may signify a material and
psychological family relief), the group of children
from which he/she is part of (most frequently,
children with low IQ have a challenging behaviour
towards the colleagues or the teachers) and his/her
social environment.
Secondly, the modern versions of intelligence tests
allow their assessment on different activity branches
(abstract thinking, vocabulary and language, practical
thinking etc). Cognitive impairment is frequently
limited at one of these branches, affecting little or not
affecting the rest of the intellectual activity of an
individual. In such situations one can interfere with
high chances of success, using adaptive mechanisms
which compensate the lack of intellectual abilities.
The second direction in which the intelligence
evaluation gets its practical applicability can be
identified at the other extreme of intellectual
endowment: exceptionally gifted people.

The standard to state an exceptionally gifted person
from an intellectual point of view is variable. Most
authors consider the intelligence quotient higher than
130. It is estimated globally that 2-4% of the
population fall into this category. In order to
understand this problem, it is necessary a short
enunciation of the problem related to source of
human intelligence. We reach this way the famous
question: are genius people of the humankind the
result of genetics or are they rather the result of a
huge amount of work hours? This controversy is old,
but still unsolved.
We mentioned at the beginning of this essay that sir
Francis Galton would consider that the intelligence is
totally inherited and if you don’t have smart parents
you have to resign yourself. Later in 1924,
J.B.Watson, in an essay about behavioural
psychology, set forth the theory that the
environmental stimuli play a crucial role in
intelligence development. There are a lot of opinions
regarding these two extremes, in favour of one or
another, but without denying the importance of both
influences.
Unfortunately, neuroscience developments didn’t
contribute to solving this problem, but they actually
made the controversy more difficult, by sharing
arguments in both directions.
From the genetic point of view, there are many
studies performed on monozygotic and dizygotic
twins that clearly show a correlation between the
genetic inheritance and the cognitive tests results. In
1991 Dr. Nancy Seagal published in Journal of Child
Psychology the results of a study that compared the
cognitive abilities in a group of monozygotic twins
with the results in a group of dizygotic twins, trying
to emphasize the role of genetic factors in setting the
intelligence quotient. Since then numerous studies
showed repeatedly that monozygotic twins have very
similar performances at intelligence tests, with a
degree of correlation between them of 84-88%, much
bigger than the correlation degree in the group of
dizygotic twins (54%) (Segal & Russel, 1991).
On the other hand, the same author analyzed the role
played by the environment on intellectual
development of monozygotic and dizygotic twins.
The study compared the intelligence tests results of
48 pairs of monozygotic twins grown up separately
with 40 pairs of monozygotic twins grown up
together. The results, published in Science in October
1990 showed that the correlation quotient between
the results in the first case was 69%, whereas in the
second case it was 88%.
In conclusion we got from the same author some
results difficult to analyze: on one hand there is the
clear proof of genetic inheritance of intelligence, on
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the other hand there are also arguments for the role
played by the environment.
Recent studies make a whole frame of the role played
by
genetics
in
intelligence
development.
Monozygotic twins, even grown up in separate
environments, prove a correlation of 74% of the
intelligence tests results. Dizygotic twins, grown up
together show a correlation quotient of 60%, nontwins show a correlation of 31%, adoptive brothers
show a correlation between 28 and 33%, nonrelated
children of the same age show a correlation of 28%
(Segal & Russel, 1991).
This is an enumeration of numbers that cannot be
explained but through genetics. But genetics can be
taken into account only if we rule out the rest of the
factors. Obviously, it is impossible to rule out all the
variables that influence intelligence development
(most probably we don’t even know all these
variables), but the author of the study emphasized
from the beginning an extremely important aspect:
the numbers above mentioned are valid only within
the families with at least a medium socio-economical
status. They lose their applicability if we take into
consideration starving, sick or neglected children.
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